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NEW YORK (AP) — An
American Airlines jetliner on its
way to the Dominican Republic
crashed moments after takeoff today
(Monday)in a residential neighborhood five miles from Kennedy
Airport, authorities said. There was
no immediate word on deaths or
injuries.
Bill Schumann of the Federal
Aviation Administration said there
was no immediate indication of
what caused the crash, which came
two months after two hijacked airliners brought down the World
Trade Center.
All metropolitan area airports —
Kennedy, LaGuardia and Newark,
NJ. — were closed after the crash,
which took place in the Rockaway
section of Queens. All bridges and
tunnels into the city were closed
except to emergency vehicles.
Flight 587, an Airbus A300 that
can hold 275 passengers, went down
shortly after'9 a.m in the waterfront
neighborhood 15 miles from
Manhattan, setting buildings on fire.
A plume of thick, black smoke
could be seen miles away.
There was no immediate word on
the number of people aboard the
plane.
A U.S. official, speaking on condition of anonymity. said intelligence agencies, the FBI and the
Federal Aviation Administration
were reviewing all recent intelligence for any signs that terrorism
was involved, but an hour after the
crash there was no evidence pointing to an attack.

"They are comparing information to see if it provides any insight
into what transpired. At this point,
there's no indication of a terrorist
attack,-but it certainly can't be ruled
out in the current environment," the
official said.
Mayor Rudolph_ Giuliani canceled his morning events and headed to the scene.
Planes were being diverted to
other airports, and Delta Air Lines
spokeswoman Peggy Estes said the
airline was working to account for
all its planes.
The plane had been scheduled to
leave at 8 a.m. and arrive in Santo
Domingo at 12:48 p.m.
One witness reported debris
falling from sky and told the Fox
News Channel four homes were on
fire.
"All of the sudden, I see an
engine fall off, and it went to the
side, and in 10, 15 seconds it went
down," witness Kevin O'Rourke
told WABC-TV. "An engine fell
off."
Witness Phyllis Paul heard the
engine. "It was very, very loud.
Because of what happened Sept. 11,
it gave me a chill," she told CNN.
"It was getting louder and louder
and I looked out the window. I saw
a piece of metal falling from the
sky."
The World Trade Center was
destroyed by two Boeing 767s
hijacked out of Boston's Logan
Airport.
One of the planes was operated
by American, the other by United.

By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
As Sunday was the official
Veteran's Day holiday, Saturday
honored our local veterans.
People lined the steps of the
courthouse lawn in celebration of
two events, the recognition of
United States Veterans and the
226th anniversary of the establishment of the United States Marine
Corp.
"We gather today to Calloway
honor
the County
people who governmenanswered the
tal offices
call of their
country," were closed
keynote today
speaker Mark (Monday) in
Kennedy observance
said. "Let us
of Veteran's
rejoice with
the brothers Day.
and sisters
that have come back. Those who
have come back as veterans."
Thomas J. Tidwell, who served
with the Evansville 7th Infantry,
said coming to the celebration was
just the right thing to do. "Us old
dudes are getting up there and it's
just the right thing for us to ao, to
show our support and see old
friends," he said.
Dorothy Roach is not a vejeran,
but she comes from generations of
veterans.
At the ceremony, she displayed
tbe honorable .discharge _papers
presented to her father when he
served in the military, as well as a
photo of her son who died in
Vietnam.
"My dad, my brothers and my
son have all served in the military,"
Roach said,"and I have a 15 year
old that said he's going to join the
Army as soon as he is old enough."
Roach said she is glad she is
part of such a patriotic family."I'm
just proud of my family and proud
of my country."
The ceremony was opened by

50 CENTS

Remembrance

BRANDI WILLIAMS/
Ledger & Times photo

SPECIAL CEREMONY ...
Nuithia
Snyder (above)
opened the Veteran's Day celebration Saturday with the
Star Spangled Banner. At
Mark
right,
Kennedy,
Postmaster at the Murray
Post Office and United States
Marine Corp veteran, spoke
of bravery and freedom in his
key-note address.
the presentation of colors by the
U.S. Post Office Honor Guard and
the national anthem, sung by
Nuithia Snyder.
In his speech. Kennedy gave
homage to the people who go
unnoticed everyday — the farmers,
the postal workers, the pharmacists

See Page 2

Day garners more interest since Sept. 11
AP Pool photo

IN FOR THE ATTACK ... A U.S. Marine pilot is catapulted from the
deck of the USS Theodore Roosevelt in his F/A-18C Hornet
attack fighter in the dark today.

Mass destruction weapon
sites bombed by strikes
WASHINGTON (AP) — Osarna area, we would do something about
bin Laden probably does not have a it," Rumsfeld said on CBS' "Face
nuclear weapon, but likely has the Nation." "It is not an easy thing
chemical or biological weapons, to do. We have every desire in the
Defense Secretary Donald H. world to prevent the terrorists from
using these capabilities."
Rumsfeld said.
U.S. forces have bombed some
Getting information that a site
sites in Afghanistan that could have may be producing weapons of mass
been involved in producing such destruction "faces you with i situ&
weapons of mass destruction, tion, are you best taking it out or are
Rumsfeld said Sunday. Some of you best learning more about it,"
them have been bombed, some of Rumsfeld said earlier on "Fox News
them have not and others have not. Sunday."
been found, he said.
The New York Times reported
"If we had good information on a
chemical or biological development •See Page 2

KEN CEDENO AP Photo

TO REMEMBER ... Vice President Dick
Cheney (left) with the assistance of Sgt.
1st Class Rolf Ronken, lays a wreath at
the Tomb of the Unknowns on Veterans
Day Sunday.
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By The Associated Press
Veterans Day celebrations were infused with
a new spirit of patriotism this year as the nation
also marked the two-month anniversary of the
Sept. 11 terrorist attacks.
In New York City, that spirit energized the
once-fading ritual of military veterans and
politicians marching through midtown
Manhattan. Mayor Rudolph Giuliani and
mayor-elect Michael Bloomberg were cheered
Sunday as they laid a wreath at Madison
Square Park, the starting point for an 18-block
parade.
"It is a day in which all New Yorkers and all
Americans now understand — maybe better
than ever — what our veterans have done for
us," Giuliani said.
Rocco Brienze, 66, an Army veteran from
New York. said he was attending the parade for
the first time in 40 years. "We came here to
show the terrorists we are not afraid of anything. Life goes on, and we are not intimidated," he said.
In the tiny resort town of Branson, Mo.,
thotisandi stood shoulder-to-shoulder to watch
the 67th annual parade that is said to draw one
of the country's largest crowds.
An unusually warm wind blew over the sea
of mostly red, white and blue as bands, color
guard units, floats and soldiers paraded
through. The town's 6,000 residents were

expecting 150,000 guests for a weeklong celebration dubbed "A Veterans Homecoming."
In Reno, Nev., more than 7,000 people
turned out as Rep. Jim Gibbons led a parade
through the downtown casino area. Gibbons is
the lone member of Congress who served in
both the Vietnam and Persian Gulf wars.
At the nation's parades, military jets made
flyovers, high school bands played patriotic
songs, and personnel in police cars and fire
trucks blasted sirens. Military veterans drew
cheers and waves from spectators, some of
whom were teary-eyed.
Wayne Newton, Jessica Simpson, and
Siegfried and Roy were among a number of
entertainers who performed before a sellout
crowd in Las Vegas at a benefit for the USO,
which provides entertainment and other services for military personnel.
In Lansing, Mich.. hundreds of people gathered near the Capitol for the dedication of a
new Vietnam Veterans Memorial, a graceful
steel arc that honors the 2,654 state men and
women who were lost in the war.
- About 5(X) World War II soldlas took a
short trip through citaltimore Harbor on the Iasi
remaining World War II-era troopship. the SS
John W. Brown. The meaning of the day was
deepened by the newest U.S. conflict — the
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Woman injured after
motorcycle-deer accident
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
MAYFIELD. Ky. — A Murray woman was hospitalized this weekend
itrit the tiorottycle she Was tiding wak sttuck-by a deet
According to a report released by the Kentucky State Police, Ray lene
Gage!, 46, was traveling east on KY 330 near Wingo when a deer jumped
from the side of the road into her motorcycle. Gagel was then thrown from
the motorcycle and down a six-foot embankment.
Gagel, who was wearing a helmet at the time of the accident, was transported to Jackson Purchase Medical Center, where she was admitted.
Hsr current MailLS was unavailable as_o(pre_ss time this 1\1()ndayt_r_norn
ing.
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LAKELAND, Fla. (AP) — The
Rev. Jerry Falwell told Florida's
Baptist ministers Sunday that even
Osama bin Laden's soul could be
if he converted to
saved
Christianity,_ but he would still
deserve to be killed.
KRISTY HOPPER/Ledger & Times photo
"We know the blood of Jesus
Christ can save him,_ and then he
IN PREPARATION ... In anticipation of the Kentucky Baptist Convention which will open here Tuesday, workers, with the help
must be executed," Falwell told the
of Murray Electric, put together a stage in addition to setting lights and audio equipment in the Regional Special Events Center
Florida Baptist Pastors'Conference.
Sunday.
"We visit prisoners on death row,
and some of them are saved, but we
believe their sentences should be
carried out because they have a debt
to society."
Fahvell, founder of the Moral
From Front
Majority, said he made a mistake
when he said that various groups,
including feminists, homosexuals Sunday that the United States had identified three possible chemical or bioand had avoided
and abortion-rights supporters had logical weapons sites in Afghanistan used by al-Qaida,
them.
bombing
created a, climate of sinfulness that
Rumsfeld and other top Bush administration officials said they doubt bin
caused God to "lift the curtain" of
claim that his al-Qaida network has a nuclear weapon.
Laden's
divine protection on America,
NEW YORK (AP) — Secretary negotiations. But that has changed,
"I think it unlikely that they have a nuclear weapon, but on the other
resulting in the Sept. 11 terrorist
Colin Powell said Sunday with Powell telling reporters, "We
State
of
hand, with the determination they have, they may very well," Rumsfeld said
attacks.
administration is sending a are looking for opportunities to be
Bush
the
on CBS.
"I was trying to explain the judgThe defense secretary and other officials said they were worried, that al- "powerful signal" to the world that more actively engaged."
Arab governments have been
ment of God, and I left off the list Qaida network could have weapons of mass destruction that possibly it seeks'a new Middle East where
the most important offender, which include radiological weapons — mixtures of-conventional explosives and Israel and the P.alestinians can live' urging the administration to be more
aggressive, and their appeal has
is the sleeping church of God," nuclear material designed to spread radiation without a nuclear detonation. side-by-side in their own states.
on new urgency as the Bush
takenBush's
President
said
Powell
Falwell said, according to the
"We have every intelligence operation practically in the world on the
Lakeland Ledger. "I also didn't problem of al-Qaida and the Taliban and their weapons of mass destruction remarks to the United Nations on administration seeks to keep
in its
make clear that no one knows who at this point," the president's national security adviser, Condoleezza Rice, Saturday in support of Palestinian Muslim governments engaged
war against the Taliban in
new
"break
really
not
did
statehood
_ God will judge, and I got clobbered said on ABC's "This Week." ,
ground," but that the administration Afghanistan.
for it."
President Bush has said the anti-Taliban northern alliance should not take
"It's not a matter of placating or
soon will follow up with a more
Falwell said it was his 12-,year- over the Afghan capital of Kabul, preferring to wa4 until a broad-based, explicit outline of its position on the pleasing" Arab
governments,
old grandson who prompted him to post-Taliban government can be formed. Rumsfeld said that was important kind of settlement it seeks.
Powell said. "It is a matter of going
to encourage anti-Taliban resistance by some tribes of the Taliban's Pashtun
apologize for his remarks.
Earlier, Palestinian leader Yasser forward and getting the violence
_ _
"He said, 'Poppy, you screwed ethnie group in Afghanistan's south.
Arafat expressed gratitude for down." He said the timing will be
The northern alliance is largely made up of Tajiks. Uzbeks and Hazaras, Bush's remarks. "We have to thank up to the parties. "It cannot be
Up."'
not Afghanistan's main Pashtun ethnic group.
forced," Powell said. "But there is a
him from our hearts," said Arafat.
"We need them to oppose the Taliban, so they will have a voice in postBush told the U.N. General new urgency."
Taliban business," Rumsfeld said.
Besides Arafat, Powell met sepaAssembly that the United States is
An official with the northern alliance said Sunday that "it would be ideal" "working toward the day when two rately with Israeli Foreign Minister
if a broad coalition of all ethnic groups could come together before Kabul is states — Israel and Palestine — live Shimon Peres and Syrian Foreign'
taken. Abdullah, the opposition's foreign minister, said the alliance already peacefully together within secure Minister Farouk al-Sharaa.
includes some Pashtun forces.
Peres, long an advocate of a
and recognized borders as called for
The United States has had difficulty recruiting anti-Taliban forces in by the Security Council resolu- Palestinian state that would control
Afghanistan's south. The Taliban captured and executed opposition Pashtun tions."
part of Jerusalem, told Israeli
figure Abdul Haq last month, for example.
Initially, the Bush administration reporters "the most important thing
Besides, Rumsfeld said, "Kabul is not the military prize of prizes." The kept its distance from the interrupt- now is to decrease the flames" of
Taliban's capital is in the southern city of Kandahar, and Kabul has been so ed peace process, saying it was up to conflict between Israel and the
devastated by two decades of war that its I million people will need imme- the parties to find their way back to Palestinians.
diate humanitarian aid when the city changes hands, Rumsfeld said.
"The real prize of prizes is the Taliban leadership and the al-Qaida leadership and the al-Qaida fighting forces and the Taliban fighting forces."
Rumsfeld said. "And they are not, for the most part, in Kabul."
Rumsfeld and Rice echoed comments by Bush, who has said he believes
From Front
•
al-Qaida would use any weapon it has.

U.S. looks to be
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more engaged in
Mideast peace
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— but who are heroes for their service.
"These actions made someone write, 'This will continue to be the land
of the free as long as it's the home of the brave,— Kennedy said.
After prayer, there was a moment of silence and the ceremony was
closed in fitting military fashion ... with "Taps."
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war launched in response to the terrorist attacks.
"I say be at ease," Brother Ed
Munro, one of four clergy who participated in a chapel service, told
the veterans."We're in good hands.
This generation will make us proud
just like you made us proud."
Massachusetts acting Gov. Jane
Swift hailed members of the armed
services and their families at a
Siatehouse service in Boston.
"I stand before you as Governor
but more importantly as a grateful
citizen who appreciates you
•
.• -
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deeply," Swift told a crowd of about
200 veterans and their survivors.
"You are the men and women who
paid the price for us."
Maureen Cabral, whose husband. Navy pilot Lt. John Cabral,
was shot down over the Gulf of
Tonkin on June 16, 1972, said the
surge in patriotism and recognition
of veterans following the attacks "is
at it should be.
"This year people have finally
come back and realized the value of
.what'veterans have done," she said.
In Amherst, Mass., a 'Veterans
Day rally organized by supporters
of the U.S. military effort quickly
escalated into a shouting match
with peace activists.
Anita Lajoie, who called herself
an anarchist, said she wanter"no
government — just peace in the
world, no guns, no government,just
peace."
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InTennessee
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — It's a year before voting time, but a recent
statewide poll shows that a majority of Tennesseans plan to vote for a state
lottery.
The Tennessee Poll of 600 registered voters conducted Oct 1-4 showed
55 percent want a lottery. Forty percent said they would vote against one,
and the remainder said they were not sure."
The lottery will be on a referendum ballot Nov. 5, 2002, when
Tennesseans will decide whether to lift the state constitutional ban on lotteries.
Steve Cohen, a Memphis Democrat who led the effort in the Legislature
to put the lottery question to voters, said the majority is lower than what other
polls have shown over the years.
"The numbers are not as positive as the numbers have been over the last
17 years," Cohen said. "It was surprising."
The telephone poll, which has a margin of error of 4 percentage points,
was conducted by University of Tennessee political science professor William
Lyons. It was commissioned by The Commercial Appeal of Memphis, The
Knoxville News-Sentinel and WBIR-TV of Knoxville.
Lyons said the smaller majority may be because residents now have more
specifics on the lottery, which gives the opposition something to campaign
against.
"Once you have a specific proposal, support does erode a little because
there's something to shoot at," he said. "It's been discussed in some church
circles. I think that organizing has taken its impact."
CHATTANOOGA,Tenn.(AP) — Firefighters have regained control of wildfires that raged in six southeast Tennessee counties, but one firefighter died
while on duty in Overton County.
Overall, 109 fires have charred about 14,800 acres in Sequatchie,
Grundy, Marion, Van Buren, Rhea and Bledsoe counties, state forester
Dwight Barnett said.
it might be a historic end to a bad fire campaign without rain," Barnett
said. if we can end this campaign without the help of the rain, we've accomplished a major historic first here in the Chattanooga area."
It's not rained in southeast Tennessee in three weeks.
Meanwhile, a wildfire in eastern Overton County killed Harold Strode, 46,
of Celina, who had been with the state forestry division three years.
Tennessee Department of Agriculture spokesman Tom Womack said a
crew of six firemen were trying to cut a fire line on a ridge around 2 p.m,
Saturday when the lire ignited up into the trees and created a firestorm."
Barnett said the firefighters in southeast Tennessee were aided by diminishing winds.
"Things are really dry right now, but there's very little wind and that is really our saving grace right now," he said. "It's remarkably still. I just wish it
would rain."
Brian Boyd with the National Weather Service said rain isn't likely in southeast Tennessee over the next seven days. The last rain the Chattanooga
area received was Oct. 25 and the water levels in some creeks and streams
in the area are at an all-time low, he said.
"We need a lot of rain for a long time," Boyd said.
MORRISTOWN, Tenn.(AP) — The death of a man who was found spraypainted orange from head-to-knees has been ruled a homicide, police said
Sunday.
Terry Pease, 45, of Morristown was apparently disrobed and then spraypainted with orange, "Halloween-type" washable hair coloring before collapsing dead at his cousin's house Nov. 2, according to Morristown Police
Department detective Rick Harmon.
No one has been arrested.
The paint fumes overwhelmed Pease's respiratory system, causing his
bronchial tubes to swell and cut off the flow of oxygen to his bloodstream,
Harmon said.
Pease apparently spent the last afternoon of his life at the home of his
cousin, Danny Jarnagin, helping out with chores, Harmon said. In the
evening, Pease is believed to have left with two women and one man, then
returned several hours later intoxicated and somewhat disoriented, Harmon
said.
"He was painted on his hair, his face, beard, stomach, groin and legs,"
Harmon said. "It looked like someone had pulled down his pants, spray-painted him and then gotten him dressed again."
Harmon said he believes that Pease died as the result of a prank but
stressed that the investigation is ongoing.
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Roman Catholic bishops expected
to elect their first black president
By RACHEL ZOLL
AP Religion Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — Bishop Wilton
Gregory is expected to loecome the IJIAL black
president of the United States Conference of
Catholic Bishops in a four-day meeting that
begins Monday.
The Belleville, Ill., prelate now serves as the
group's vice president. Conference vice presidents traditionally are elected to the organization's top post. The vote is scheduled for Tuesday.
The bishops also will renew the church's fight
against abortion, while proposing Jan. I as a day
of prayer for peace as the war on terrorism continues.
The conference serves as the church's national
voice on social, political and religious issues and
is currently led by Bishop Joseph Fiorenza of
Galveston-Houston, Texas. He is finishing his
three-year term and is scheduled to give the opening address.
Diversity will be a focus of much of the meeting.
The Roman Catholic Church in the United
States is 78 percent white, according to the Center
for Applied Research in the Apostolate at
Georgetown University, and black Catholics have
long sought recognition from church leaders.

Estimates of the number of black Catholics elsewhere.
"Our military response must be guided by the
range from 2 million to 3.5 million, out of 63.7
moral limits on the use of force,"
traditional
million nationwide. They welcome the upcoming
in a statement after the U.S:
said
Fiorenza
•
be
will
voices
election of Gregory as a sign their
Oct. 7. "Military action is always'
began
airstrikes
heard.
Gregory, a 53-year-old Chicago native, was regrettable but it may be necessary to protect the
ordained a priest in 1973 and later earned a doc- innocent or to defend the common good."
The bishops will urge Catholics nationwide to
torate in sacred liturgy from the Pontifical
Liturgical Institute in Rome. He became a bishop continue lobbying public officials to oppose aborin 1983, serving for 10 years as auxiliary bishop tion, human embryo research and physicianunder the late Cardinal Joseph Bernardin in assisted suicide.
Fiorenza applauded last week's directiveiron
Chicago.
Gregory was installed as the Belleville bishop Attorney General John Ashcroft that doctors who
seven years ago, becoming the spiritual leader for use federally controlled drugs to help terminally
105,000 Catholics in a diocese that covers rough- ill patients die will face suspension or revocation
of their licenses. A federal judge has granted a
ly the southern third of Illinois.
temporary restraining order barring the directive.
serving
about
concerned
are
also
The bishops
Also, the bishops will be asked to approve
the growing number of Asian Catholic immigrants. Fiorenza estimates 2.6 percent of U.S. amendments to canon law to allow laymen to
Catholics are Asian or Pacific Islanders. The con- preach in church under certain circumstances.
ference leaders are expected to issue a statement The changes were first proposed two years ago, in
urging Catholics to welcome their Asian brethren part to address the priest shortage and needs of
non-English speaking parishioners. The Vatican
and be attentive to their spiritual needs.
Regarding the war, the bishops plan to issue a still must approve any revisions.
Conference leaders additionally plan to disstatement on global conflict and terrorism, in
addition to scheduling a national day of prayer. cuss new instructions from Pope John Paul II on
They have previously urged U.S. leaders to avoid translating liturgy from the Latin.
punishing innocent civilians in Afghanistan and

Deputy
shoots man
after knife
attack
SOMERSET, Ky. (AP) — A
Pulaski County sheriff's deputy shot
a man who lunged at him with a
knife on Sunday, officials said.
Pulaski County sheriff's deputy
Troy Karriker responded to a drunk
complaint on Short Creek Road
about 3:15 p.m. EDT, Sheriff Sam
Catron said.
When Karriker arrived at the
scene, he saw Murrell Phelps, 53, of
Somerset, armed with a knife,
Catron said. Karriker tried to talk to
Phelps, but Phelps twice lunged at
him, Catron said. Karriker shot
Phelps twice, Catron said.
Phelps was airlifted to the
University of Kentucky Medical
Center. Phelps was still in surgery on
Sunday night, said hospital spokeswoman Maureen McArthur.

E
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Join us at the Center for Health and Wellness on
November 14, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. for the
Grand Opening of the Center for Diabetes.
There will be booths with health-related
information and diabetes education materials.
Several free screenings will also be offered. For
more information call 270.762.1806.

10 a.m. - 12 p.m: Lipid profile - (must fast for 14 hours and not have had test sinthin 5 years from Health Express)
10 a.m. - 5 p.m.: Waist circumference - (m.o. risk of cardiovascular disease)
Blood sugar screening - ((nu. Luke place 2 hours after last meal,

HBA IC - (must have diagnosis 1,1 diabetes1

GE Profile
30" Free-Standing Spectra"
Electric Range
JBP79KD True bisque
•QuikSet IV oven controls *Glass backguard • One 8", two 6" and one dual 6"/9"
ribbon heating elements • Right rear 6"
burner ‘vith warming option • Frameless
glass oven door with Sure Grip handle •
Fluorescent cooktop light • Big View window • Automatic interior oven light •
Automatic self-clean oven latch

Super Savings
Truckload Sale

Chock Ice !nature provsnes Ce
up to 50 peopent !aster than
normal settngs fir panes and
sPactal gatnennqs

Tale,1.10h1Touch, Otspenser
1 00MOS pAchem even
fills SP0,
blenClOrS. DitMel'S 001500
Cut*C1
Wed wafer cn.osted

JBP79CD Bisque (not shown)
JBP79AB Almond on almond (not shown)
JBP79BB Black on black (not shown)

GE Profile
Built-In Dishwasher
Gf
Prarna.en Oust Despn
best none reduct.on syste—

PDW7800GBB Black on black
•Contoured door • Countdown display
with six status lights • 12 touchpads • 1-9
hour Delay start • Glasses cycle • Two sets
fold-down tines and two sets multi-position fold-down tines in upper rack • Four
sets fold-down tines in lower rack • Four
utility shelves with StemSafeT" system •
ExtraShelf

GE Profile Dispenser Models
PSS27SGM Stainless steel

Model #
-GTS18DCMRWW

• 26.6 cu. ft. capacity • CustomCoolT" technology • Digital temperature display • Slide 'n StoreTM full-extension freezer baskets • Tr -level lighting
• Black handles and black dispenser

PSS25SGM Stainless Steel (not shown)

PDW7800WW White on white (not shown)
PDW7800GCC Bisque (not shown)

• 25 3 cu ft capacity

MURRAY APPLIANCE
"We service or carry parts pr all major brands of major appliance."
212 E. Main Street

753-1586
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Capitol Ideas
By MARK CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

Pushing
for more
gambling
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)
— Like the notso-faint sound of
coins tumbling
into the tray of a
slot machine, the
noise about casino gambling in Kentucky is growing.
kis not a new sound. Since
the
_
first riverboat casino docked near'
Metropolis, Ill., across the Ohio
River from Paducah, horse racing
interests especially have warned the
tinkle of coins from one-armed bandits and soft settling of dice and
cards on green felt tables would
overwhelm the traditional pounding
of hoofs at race tracks.
The warnings seemed hollow for
a time. Growing receipts from
wagering on simulcasts and from
sending races to distant locations
meant healthy bottom lines at race
tracks in Kentucky. And there was
no clear consensus among horse
interests — which are historically
fractious in any event — over casino gambling.
The General Assembly was set a
few years ago to seriously consider
the topic of casino gambling, when
the towering figure of Keeneland
President Ted Bassett announced
that the Lexington track was
opposed. The debate ended like
snake eyes on a come out roll.
Race tracks now say the flotilla
of six nearby riverboats is threatening their very existence. Bob
Elliston, president of Turfway Park,.
told legislators that even changes in
tax laws will not ensure the track
will stay open. Elision said additional gambling, which means slot
machines at race tracks with proceeds helping underwrite purses, is
the only way to keep racing competitive and viable with-riverboats
and other states.
While Elliston stopped short of
endorsing casino games, he did little to rebut the notion tracks want
slots. It -should be noted, Keeneland
now is pan-owner of Turfway,
along with Harrah's, a large casino
company. and GTech. a huge lottery
gaming company.
The state's own financial circumstances may also be helping
proponents.
When a 1999 study said eight
casinos could thrive in Kentucky.
drawing 14 million visitors who
would spend $I billion, the state
vras flush, with budget surpluses
and money to spend on even
obscure local projects.
Gov. Paul Patton recently,
announced the fourth round of
budget cuts in the last two years,
ounting to nearly $700 million,
cutting services and even threatening state aid to education.
,
Patton in 1999 had floated the
idea of building casinos to raise
money for the horse industry, cities
and preservation of farmland and
natural areas. Short of a general tax

I

I 0

increase, Patton said it was the only
dedicated source of funds he could
identify for those important initiatives.
Patton found out in 2000 what
would happen if he proposed a tax
increase. While the Democratically
controlled House went along with
portions of it, the whole idea died
in the Republican-controlled
Senate.
-When the report was produced
in 1999, Patton said he had 'not
seen a lot of support" for expanded
gambling. And the topic was quiet
during 2000 and 2001.
Now comes word from Elliston
that the entire horse industry will
have a united front on the topic in
2002.
"I can't come out and say we're
going to propose alternative forms
of gaming," said David Switzer,
director of the Kentucky
Thoroughbred Association. "I think
anybody would be blind if they didn't assume that would be one of the
alternatives."
The 1999 report said Kentucky
'could support land-based casinos at
Covington, Louisville, Lexington,
Henderson. Paducah, Bowling
Green, Ashland and a southeastern
location near Interstate 75 or
Kentucky 80.
But horse interests want the slots
for themselves, reasoning that gambling is already taking place at the
tracks.
Legislators remain wary of the
idea. House Speaker Jody Richards,
D-Bowling Green, has said the state
has plenty of gambling and Senate
President David Williams, RBurkesville, has said sornepne else
should take the lead on the controversial policy issue.
Rep. Ruth Ann Palumbo, DLexington, said the request to
renew a version of the 1999 study
is a veiled attempt by gambling
proponents to revive the debate.
"They have been very organized.
It's long-term planning," Palumbo
said.
Even if gambling does surface as
an issue during the 2002 session,
the debate may not be framed so
directly. While tracks and the
Kentucky Lottery have said publicly they do not believe a constitutional amendment would be
required to expand gambling, others
disagree.
And putting the issue in the form
of a constitutional amendment
would let legislators deflect the
central question of gambling and
argue,they will merely'let voters
decide.
"What they may say is 'Let the
people decide.' That might be all
they'll try to do is get it on the ballot," Palumbo said.
EDITOR'S NOTE—Mark R
Chellgren is the Frankfort, Ky., correspondent for The Associated
Press
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Editorial Roundup
The following is a roundup of editorials published by newspapers from around the commonwealth. The editorials comment on a variety of
issues. Some editorials may have been condensed for space purposes. These editorials are
not to be mistaken as representing a position
taken by The Associated Press or the Murray
Ledger & Times:

lation or oversight, horror stories
abound.
Cemeteries that are owned and controlled by the owners of the lots, are
nonprofit, have no employees other
than maintenance workers and don't
sell anything other than the burial
spaces are exempt from regulations.
That amounts to more than 600 of the
— The Courier-Journal, Louisville 900-plus cemeteries in Kentucky.
Criminal background checks probaAnd too often problems occur among
bly wouldn't keep all unethical physithe unregulated cemeteries.
cians from setting up shop in Kentucky.
There have been complaints about
(Dishonest people can be clever.) But
inadequate records at cemeteries where
the extra safeguard certainly would
the identity of who is buried in which
help.
grave is not readily available or worse,
The General Assembly ought to give
lost altogether.
the Kentucky Board of Medical
There have been complaints about
Licensure what it has needed for years:
unkempt and overgrown cemeteries
the authority to conduct, or to have con- and abandoned graveyards, including
ducted, criminal background checks of
some historic cemetenes.
medical professionals applying to pracThere have even been reports of
tice here.
coffins being interred on top of older
California's criminal background
graves.
checks have turned up criminal records
Attorney General Ben Chandler says
for between 3 and 5 percent of medical
legislation is needed to make unregulatlicense applicants.
ed cemeteries more accountable and to
Imagine what the percentage is likely prevent desecration of graves.
to be in Kentucky,Indiana and the other
He has come up with a number of
states that rely on honor systems, which recommendations including making it a
leave it up to the applicants themselves felony to desecrate a grave for economic
to be truthful about their pasts.
benefit, requiring cemetery owners to
The medical lobby exerts powerful
keep lists of who is buried where or face
influence over lawmakers. But it would fines and creating a $500,000 grant probe in the profession's best interests to
gram for counties to maintain historical
endorse the board's request for added
grave sites.
scrutiny. One reason is cases like that of
Chandler also wants cemeteries to
Fortune James Williams.
bear the cost of the reburial of any
As The Courier-Journal recently
remains that were improperly interred.
reported, there were traffic jams outside
Chandler's recommendations have
Dr. Williams' Lewis County clinic. And
been sent to the Task Force on
no wonder. He was there only three
Preservation of Kentucky Cemeteries.
days a week, but in nine months, Dr.
The task force should make them a part
Williams, a pediatrician, dispensed
of whatever legislative remedy they
46,160 prescriptions for painkillers and
come up with.
other drugs.
A final resting place is not supposed
The licensure board has temporarily
to be a source of trouble, anxiety or
suspended Dr. Williams' license. And
even horror for loved ones left behind.
any chance that it will lift the emergency suspension is considerably
— Messenger-Inquirer, Owensboro
dimmed by the fact that he was arrested
Nearly
three years ago, Gov. Paul
on a drug charge in California in 1987
Patton floated the idea of building 12 to
— a fact he neglected to mention in his
14 land-based casinos throughout
Kentucky application.
Kentucky as a way to generate revenue
The state-needs to practice some preand
stop the flow of gambling dollars
ventive medicine. Check doctors' backbeing
siphoned from the state by rivergrounds.
boat
casinos
in Indiana.
•••
Frankfort barely took notice, and
— The Kentucky Post, Covington Patton quietly distanced himself from
More than two-thirds of the cemeter- the proposal saying it was just a "test
ies across the commonwealth are unreg- balloon" to gauge public reaction.
ulated. Because they fall under no reguEarlier this year, Joliet, Ill., business•••

•••

We want to print your letters...
but you must follow these guidelines:
• Letters must be signed with the writer's name,address
and telephone number so we may contact you if there are
questions.
• Letters should be approximately between 250-350 words
FYPED. And all letters are subject to editing or rejection.
• The Ledger & Times reserves the right to reject any letter.
Letters may be submitted byfax at 270-753-1927, by email to
mil@murrayledgercom or by mail to 1001 Whitnell Ave.,
Murray, KY 42071.

man John Bays rekindled the idea with
claims he could bring millions of dollars
to the Owensboro economy if he were
allowed to build a casino near his
Executive Inn Rivermont hotel.
Again, Frankfort yawned. At a forum
on the topic hosted by the MessengerInquirer,Rep. Brian Crall, ROwensboro,said he had seen little support for the measure among legislators.
Now Kentucky's high-powered horse
racing industry has entered the fray,
quietly making the case that it needs to :
have slot machines, and possibly other •
video lottery terminals, at its tracks to compete with other gambling interests.
All of a sudden, Frankfort is listening.
The gambling argument in Kentucky
has long been based on hypocritical
principles, so it's not surprising that
suddenly an issue that once seemed
taboo is now worthy of discussion.
Butjust because it's expected doesn't
mean it should be accepted. Legislators shouldn't turn to their standard bailout of allowing selective gambling that
poses no political fallout. It's safe for
them to support horse racing because,
rightfully so, it's seen as a hallmark of
the state and a vital part of the economy. The lottery is relatively secure,
because it's used to fund education.
And legislators know they can support
charitable gaming because money
raised goes to a good cause.
The security in this issue is that the
horse racing industry will no doubt
make a compelling argument that the .
economy will suffer if they aren't '
allowed these provisions. They'll cite
;
tracks like Prairie Meadows in Altoona,
Iowa; Delaware Park in Wilmington,
Del.; or Mountaineer Park in Chester,
W.Va., as examples of places nearly put
W.Va.
out
by casino gambling,but
which were resurrected by the installation of slot machines.
But there is no political safe ground
in casino gambling,so it is portrayed as .
a society killer, one that will decay the :
moral and economic foundation of a
community. But make no mistake, there
is little or no difference between allowing slot machines at race tracks and
legalizing casino gambling:___:__
Slot machines at race tracks may or
may not be in the best interest of
Kentucky. The same can be said of land- :
based casinos. But it's time legislators
stop passing gaming legislation by
•
piecemeal and tackle the issue of gambling in its full context
•

Attention Washin ton!
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
236 Cannon House Office Building
Washington. D.0 20510
web - www_house.gov/whitfield
1-202-225-3115 (Washington #)

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
web:www.jim_bunningUibunning.senate gov
1-202-224-4343 (Washington #)

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)

361ARussell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.0 20510
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)
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Christmas tree significance grows due to attacks

Deaths
Ronnie V. Ragsdale
Ronnie V. Ragsdale, 54, Blair Street, Murray, died Sunday, Nov. 11,
2001, at 4:22 a.m. at his home.
A retired computer programmer for Murray State University, he had
received his master of science degree in physics from University of
Kentucky, Lexington. He was a member of Glendale Road Church of
Christ.
Born Oct. 24, 1947, in Calloway County, he was the son of Sadie Dyer
Ragsdale and the late Paul Ragsdale. Two uncles, Wayne Dyer and Joe Taz
Ragsdale, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his mother, Mrs. Sadie Dyer Ragsdale, Murray; four
aunts, Mrs. Rose Coleman, Winter Haven, Fla., Mrs. Hazel Berkley,
No Rowlett, Texas, Mrs. Linda Drake, Tampa, Fla., and Mrs. Ruby Herndon,
Murray; two uncles, Ralph Ragsdale and wife, Maureen, Murray, and Don
Dyer and wife, Margie, Paris, Tenn.; 11 cousins, Beverly Galloway and
Vickie Mahan, Murray, Steve Herndon, Fernandina, Fla., Vickie Wells,
Tampa, Fla., Dana Cunningham, Nashville, Tenn., Ricky Ragsdale,
Arizona, and Tim and Jeff Berkley, Robyn Kirby and Ricky and Greg
Coleman, all of Rowlett, Texas.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. John Dale and Garry Evans will officiate. Burial will follow
in Friendship Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today (Monday).

Mrs. Jennifer Nichole Edwards
Mrs. Jennifer Nichole Edwards, 22, Powderly, died Saturday, Nov. 10,
2001, at her home.
Survivors include her husband, Ben Edwards, Greenville; two daughters, Madison Vaught, Central City, and Brittany Edwards, Greenville; one
son, Zackery Tyler Edwards, Central City; her father and stepmother,
Bobby Ray Stewart Jr. and Lora Stewart, Murray; her mother, Mrs. Sandra
Gregory, and one sister, Mrs. Jacquelyn Wilcox, both of Bremen; two stepsisters, Mrs. Amanda Bains and Mrs. Elizabeth Robertson, both of
Paducah; three stepbrothers, Michael Poe, Madisonville, and Larry and
Jason Roberts, both of Paducah; her grandmother, Mrs. Joan Phillips,
Bremen.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Tucker Funeral
Home, Central City. Tom Hodges will officiate. Burial will follow in Old
Bethel Cemetery there.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.

Tobacco warehouses seek
help as contracting takes hold
SHELBYVILLE, Ky. (AP) Memories drift through the air along
with the aroma of tobacco as Jimmy
Chappell walks the creaky floor of
his warehouse.
He remembers opening days of
the auction season, when politicians
pumped hands, merchants mingled
and farmers awaited the fruits of
their labor. There were the fish fries
to celebrate the end of sales seasons.
All that is history now at Big
Shelby Tobacco Warehouse, where

the chant of the auctioneer has been
stilled by the growing popularity of
contracting, in which farmers sell
directly to tobacco companies. This
fall, the burley tobacco auction season that opens Nov. 13 will bypass
the cavernous metal structure for the
first time since it opened in the
1920s.
"It's just like a ghost," said the
62-year-old Chappell. "It's just a
big, old shell sitting here with a lot
of history."

DALLAS, Ore. (AP) - Eugene
Carson watches as a helicopter lowers bundles of Christmas trees onto
trucks, the first of more than 1 million trees he will help ship around
the world.
He and othérs in the Christmas
tree industry say gathering around
the tree for the holidays this year
will be especially important to families in the liake of the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks. Christmas tree sales
are expected to be up as a result.
"In a crisis, we go back to what
we know; we go back to what gives
us comfort," Carson said. "For most
of us baby boomers, families getting
together for Christmas is a big part
of that."
In Oregon -the nation's largest
grower of Christmas trees-and in
states around the nation, growers are
beginning to harvest the Christmas
trees that will wind up in people's
living rooms this holiday season.
Jim Corliss, president of the
National
Christmas
Tree
Association, predicted that 35 million trees will be sold this year,
about 2 million more than last year.
Annual tree sales have ranged from

32.5 million to 34 million during the
past five years, he said.
"Tree farmers around the country
tell me they are expecting more
demand this year," said Corliss, who
owns a tree farm near Bangor,
Maine. "The Sept. 11 events just
make people want to be together,
and gathering around a tree is a traditional
way of celebrating
Christmas."
Christmas will mean even more
for Carson, the division manager for
Holiday Tree Farms near Dallas,
Ore.
His 25-year-old daughter, Hope
Nakagawa, of Portland, was in New
York City on Sept. 11 and was to
attend a marketing meeting at the
World Trade Center that morning on
behalf of her company, Standard
Insurance Co. The meeting was canceled at the last minute and she
never went to the office towers
which were destroyed in the terrorist attack.
On Dec. 25, she'll be with her
parents in front of their Christmas
tree at home.
"We're going to collect everyone
together and really enjoy being a

they can purchase trees from growers to sell to the public.
"They want to sell trees as a
fund-raiser this year, because they
think more people are going to stay
home and will buy Christmas trees,"
she said.
Even before the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks on the World Trade Center
and the Pentagon, Christmas tree
growers were expecting strong
sales.

family this year," Carson said.
Jitters about air travel likely will
keep many people home this
Christmas season, and that also
could translate to more people buying trees,industry officials said.
'Linda Gram, head Of the North
Carolina
Christmas
Tree
Association, said her group has gotten more than 300 phone calls from
schools, civic organizations and
churches wanting to know where

Investments Since 1854.
Prices as
of 9 a.m

Stock Market Report
Dow Jones Ind. Avg.
9471.40 - 136.60 IBM
Air Products
41.95 - 0.70 Ingersoll Rand
AOL Time Warner
16.41 - 0.69 Intel
AT&T
16.03 - 0.16 Kroger
Bell South
39.11 + 0.09 Lucent Tech
Briggs & Stratton
36.83- 0.56 Mattel
Bristol Myers Squibb
54.10 - 0.85 McDonalds
Caterpillar
47.62 - 0.63 Merck
Chevron Texaco Corp
88.38 - 1.11 Microsoft
Daimler Chrysler
16.03 - 0.97 J.C. Penney
Dean Foods
44.85 + 0.28 Pepsico, Inc.
Exxon-Mobil
39.78 - 0.47 Pfizer, Inc.
Ford Motor
16.20 - 0.26 Schering-Plough
General Electric
39.57 - 0.84 Sears
General Motors
42.70 - 0.80 Union Planters
GlaxoSmithKline ADR ..54.0O- 0.27 US Bancorp
Goodrich
22.59 - 0.47 UST
Goody ear
19.05 - 0.17 Wal-Mart
HopFed Bank*
12.45 B 12.55 A Worldcom Inc.
'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this stock
unc - price unchanged

113.50 - 0.58
39.65 - 0.55
27.46 - 0.42
24.39 + 0.15
6.84 -0.01
18.43 + 0.14
26.49 - 0.09
64.07 - 0.54
64.60 - 0.61
23.50 - 0.18
48.98 - 0.22
41.91 - 0.22
35.61 + 0.03
42.37 - 0.81
42.66 - 0.59
17.86 - 0.24
34.16- 0.24
54.59 - 0.51
13.68 - 0.31

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366

ou'd be amazed what
an old fishing pole can
do for a funeral.

It may not be
what's expected,
but its likely to be lust what is
needed to capture the essence
of a loved one. We're a unique funeral home that welcomes
untraditional expressions of love and remembrance.
A collection of family photographs or a tackle box of
favorite fishing lures. If it triggers warm thoughts and
special memories, we can help lind an appropriate way
to make it a part of the service. Call and ask about our
personalized funerals.

NIWARD
LrONS

Furteral
311 North 4th Street • Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-7000 • Fax (270) 753-0042

SINCE 1854

Our Best Investment Is You.

C2000 MKJ

J.J.B. Hilliard, W.L. Lyons. Inc. • Member NYSE and SIPC

Marketing

Ends November 18th
All Prices Are Before Manufacturer To Consumer Rebate Absolutely Ends Nov. 18, 2001

2001 Chevrolet Camaro
MSRP
$21,4602
'
Peppers
Discount$2,462
Your Price $18,998"
• T-Top
• Fog Lamps
• Remote Keyless Entry
• 16" Aluminum Wheels
• Automatic Transmission

0.0% APR
AVAILABLE
FOR 60MONTFISH

MSRP
$18,060"
Peppers
$2,079"'
DiscountYour Price $15,981"

• 5 year/60,000 dM Majorguard Standard
• All Power
• Leather Interior
• Four Wheel drive
• To Much Equipment To List

0.0% APR
AVAILABLE

0.0% APR AVAILABLE
• Air Conditioning
• Alloy Wheels
• LS Decor
• Tilt Wheel / Cruise
• 3rd Door

$28,321"
MSRP
Peppers
Discount$4,0002,
Your Price $24,321"

• Automatic Transmission
• Air Conditioning
• Vortec 6000 300 HP V-8

2001 Chevrolet Surbrban LT

2002 Oldsmobile Bravada
$35,127 2
MSRP
Peppers
$4,000'
DiscountYour Price $31,127"

2001 Chevrolet 3500
Silverado Extended Cab

2001
Chevrolet S-10
Exended Cab

$41,826MSRP
Peppers
$6.000"
DiscountYour Price $35.826"

Stock # 1134

0.0% APR
AVAILABLE

OFF MSRP ON
ANY 2001 OR 2002
Silverado 2500 or 3500
Series In Stock
$4000- OFF and 0.0% APR

0.0% APR
AVAILABLE

• Trailering Package
• Auto Ride
• Leather Interior
• Second Row Bucket Seats
•6 Way Power Seats • Heated w/Memory

AVAILABLE
, Duramax Deisel Engines
• Exclude'

-Whatever it takes, we want to be your car & truck company."
CHIVY

CHIVY

CHEVROLET

C.,D Oldsmobile

,adirea
.
4141

7-

Longest Lasting
Most Dependable Trucks

WTU.RI THIRI
2420 E. Wood St.• Paris • 642-3900• 1-800-325-3229

Great Value on Used Cars
X004372
X020791
x020741
11631
10151
5409
X020701

020441
X020691
X012761
11211
X011321
X004471

Was $34.500, S31.364
2001 Chevy Tahoe 4x4, 13.000 miles
Was $27.000, $25,438
2001 Chevy Shy. Ext. 4x4, 20,700 miles
Was $16.995, $13,897
2000 Dodge Avenger ES, 44,000 miles
Was $24.500, $19,874
2000 Chevy. Silv. Reg. 4x4, 17,000 miles
Was $15.000, $12,659
2000 Chevy S-10 Reg., 14,500 miles
2000 Chevy Corvette, 20,000 miles..,......,.,.....Was $38.000. $35.975
Was $15,500, $13,964
1999 Mazda Millenia, 58,500
1999 Chev. Silverado Ext. 4x4, Woo miles
Was 122.000. $19,874
Was 134.000, $30,563
1999 Cadillac Escalade, 26,500 miles
Was $13,000. $10,658
1999 Nissan Altima, 43,000 miles
Was $26,000, $19,976
1999 GMC Yukon 4x4, 40,700 miles
1999 Ford Mustang Coupe, 37.000 miles Was $19,000, $14,653
Was $20,000, $18,653
1999 Chevy Silv. Z-71 Ext., 72,800 miles

X020241
3351
X011911
X020921
X011572
X012951
X013231
X013201
X054042
X013001

1341
4.451.
X020801
X013781

1998 Toyota Camry LE, 78.200 miles
1998 Ford Ranger Reg., 28,700 miles
1998 Buick LeSabre, 55,000 miles
1997 Pontiac Montana Van, KA
1997 Pontiac Grand Prix, 97,000 miles
1997 Plymouth Neon, 85,000 miles
1997 Olds Delta 88, 98,300 miles
1997 Ford Taurus, 61,100 miles
1997 Chrysler LHS Sedan, 72,800 miles
1997 Chevy S-10, 68.500 miles •
1997 Chevy 1 Ton Flatbed, 62,000 miles
1997 Buick Regal, 69,600 miles
1997 Ford Expedition, 72,000 miles
1996 Plymouth Neon, 59,600 miles

Was $13,000. S9,877
Was $11,000. $7,966
Was $14,000, $10,872
Was $13,000. S10,183
Was $11,000, $7,983
Was $5,500, S3.859
Was $6,000, $4,958
Was $9,800, $6,786
Was $13,000, $9,865
Was $10,000, $8,579
Was $14,500. $11,659
Was $11,250.$9,878
Was $17,250. $14,367
Was $6.500. $4,491

Was $11.500. $8,875
1996 Olds 98 Elite, 84,480 miles
Was $8.500. $5,883
1996 Nissan Sentra GLE,86.000 miles
1996 Chrysler Town & Co. Van,91,800 miles
5252
Was $13.250 $9,896
1996 Cadillac Seville SLS,48,800 miles.. Was $20.500, $16,641
991821
1801
1996 Cadillac DeVille Sedan,63,000 miles .Was 117.500. $12,863
Was $9,500. S6,586
X053992 1995 Olds Ciera. 73 000 miles
75.400
X012722 1995 Olds 98 Regency,
miles
X014072 1995 Chevy 3/4 Ton Ext. Diesel, 80,000 miles Was $9,995, $7,878
Was $17,000. $13,896
Was S12,995. $7,591
10911
1995 Buick Riviera, 75.000 miles
1994 Chevy 1500 Reg. Cab, woo° miles... Was $9,250. $6,657
1%2
Was $5.250 S3,863
1991 Toyota Celica, 80.000 miles
4552
X054081
X013101
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Diabetes center will host grand opening

Jo's Datebook
By JO BURKEEN
Community Editor

ha% e
The Center for Diabetes at Mur- the center at MCCH is your only) for 14 hours and not
years
five
within
screening
the
had
resource.
will
Hospital
ray-Calloway County
Two certified diabetes educa- from the MCCH Health Express;
hots its grand opening on WednesChair massages from 10 a.m.
_ W . . .tors, Tara MOM, registered dieday. NOV. 14..from. 10
5 p.m.;
to
registered
Ingle,
Ann
and
titian,
and
Health
p.m. in the Center for
Wellness at Eighth and Poplar nurse, are both qualified to teach
Blood glucose screening must
all aspects of diabetes education,
Streets, Murray.
peformed two hours after combe
glublood
diet,
proper
including
Several booths with health-relatpressure
ed information, free screenings and cose monitoring, insulin injections, pleting a meal, blood
screen
circumference
waist
check,
etc.
refreshments will be available.
diaghave
already
must
lc
HBA
and
on
offered
be
to
Screening
inpaThe center will provide
courtest
and
diabetes
of
tient and outpatient diabetes edu- Wednesday include the following: nosis
Lipid profile from 10 a.m. to tesy of Bristol-Myers Squibb, all
cation. If you or a loved one needs
Person must be fasting (water from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
noon.
diabetes,
assistance coping with

Murray State University American Humanics
Student Association and the American Heart
Association will sponsor a free informational
fair for the "Great American Smoke Out &
Alcohol and Other Drugs Awareness Program"
on Thursday, Nov. 15, from 9:30 a.m. to 2:30
p.m. on the second floor of the Murray State
University Curris Center.
The fair will be to inform the general public about the dangers of tobacco use and the effect of alcohol and other drugs on
the systems of the bodies.
For more information call Dr. Roger Weis at 763-3808.

Kenlake Ladies Golf
Kenlake Ladies Golf League
held its weekly golf play at Hamrick Memorial Golf Course at Kenlake State Resort Park Lodge on
Wednesday. Nov. 7.
The team of Ina Horton and
Joan Clements came in with a low

Oaks' ladies plan Bridge

score of 35 and 12 putts. Clements
also had a chip in on #2.
Marion Adkins won her chip
in pin when she chipped in on
#5.
Other members present were
Norma Stephenson, Louise Park-

er, Bobbe Manning, Fran Picha,
Hazel Hill, Dotty Elliott, JoAnn
Wardynski, Susan Thetford, Evelyn Blivin, Jamie Mullins, Brenda Baker, Joan Griesemer, Gloria
Theis, Helen Roberts, Betty Cardwell and _Freda Elkins.

Hospice Community Progra m scheduled
Special community education pital will be on Wednesdays, Nov.
sessions of the Hospice program 14 and 21.
These sessions are for anyone
)f Murray-Calloway Comity- Hos:

DMT Furniture

NOW
OPEN

NOW IN MURRAY

New * Used * Consignment Furniture

Accessories

Custom Made

Come see our couches, chairs, bedroom suites.
Check out our great prices on new mattresses & box springs.
Now taking consignment merchandise'& buying used furniture.
St., Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.(Next to Murray Sewing Ctr.) 767-9100
12th
S.
944

HI
-ENERGY WEIGHT CONTROL
Our Program guarantees 3 lbs. per week of weight loss!
SPECIAL
8 WEEKS $99.00

767-0780
1415 W. Main St.
(Next to Corvette Lanes)

Murray, KY

E43

BEFORE

End of Me Season Sale

interested in end-of-life healthcare
issues, hospice concepts, or being
a hospice volunteer.
A variety of healthcare profes.sionals will present the program.
Participants should attend both
sessions held in the third floor classroom of the hospital from 8 a.m.
to 4 p.m.
Hospice gives support and
healthcare to meet the special needs
of terminally ill patients and their
families.
MCCH Hospice does not discriminate in the admission of
patients because of race, color,
religion, sex, nationality, age, handicap or financial position.
For more information or to
pre-register for the sessions, call
MCCH Hospice Coordinator Jimmie Joyce R.N. at 762-1389.

EVENT YOU'D
LIKE TO
ANNOUNCE CALL
USAI753-1916

• Trees • Container Plants • Garden Gifts
• Christmas Items

1008 Chestnut St.

Hoffmans

NO CHECKS
Matinees Sat. & Sun. Only

Mon-i

ii

8 a.m.-4 p.m

Sat.
8 a.m.-1 p.m.

Snowbirds—You CAN
Take It With You!
Have The Murray Ledger & limes
forwarded to your winter nest, and keep up
with hometown happenings.

Snowbird Special:

Only $85.00 for a 6-month subscription.
Call today, 270-753-1916.

The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave. • Murray, Ky 42071
www.murrayledger.com

SPEAKER.. Ted
ROTARY
Belue, professor of history
at Murray State University,
presented a program on
The History of the Kentucky
Long Rifle" which he is holding and other early weapons
used by settlers, as well
as information on hunting
in general at a meeting of
the Murray Rotary Club. He
has written many books
including The Long Hunt,
The Life of Daniel Boone and
Hunters of Kentucky.

Theatres

Heist
R - 1:20 - 3:45 - 7:00 - 9:35

Eastwood Christian Academy.
located on Highway 94 East, Murray, has released its honor for the
past nine weeks as follows:
Twelfth grade - Michele Overbey, all As, John Polichette and
Stacie Pruitt;
Eighth grade - Erik Ramsey,
all As, and Elizabeth Wilson:--Fifth- grade—Taylor-Hainsworth;
Fourth grade - Hannah Drapinski and Mynah Snyder;
Third grade - Amberlee Bullock;
Second grade - Aaron Cook;
First grade - Kari Cotterman,
Emily Dowdy, Isaiah Drapinski.
Stephen Dunn, Lucas Jones, Lexan
Overby, Weston Sellars, Emily
Scott, Zachary Vasterling, Seth
Waggoner and Angela West.

Domestic Disturbance
PG13 - 1:10 - 3:30 - 7:30- 9:40
The One
PG13- 1:10 - 3:20 - 7:15 - 9:20
Monsters, Inc.
G- 1:30 - 3:40 - 7:00 - 9:10
Shallow Hal
PG13 - 1:30 - 3:50 - 7:20 - 9:45
K-Pax
P013 - 1:00 - 3:30 - 7:15 - 9:45
13 Ghosts
R - 1:15 - 3:20 - 7:20 - 9:30
Program Information
Call 753-3314

Coming
soon our
IN
OUR
BACKYARD
winter
edition

Pre-Season Training!
GO ii, 4111pe

BEFORE the New Year!

Give us 30 minutes, .3 times
a week & you will see results!

Hardwood Floors, Hard to Beat Prices!
•100% hardwood - oak flooring

As Low As

•Dura-Luster® Plus finish with
exceptional durability warranted for up
to 25-years in residential settings

so fl
$269

O6 months same as cash
financing available

Bruce

PAINT PLUS
Hwy. 641 South • Bel-Air Center
Murray, KY • 759-4979
Owners — Paul Myhill & Sammy Tidwell

Parkinson's group to meet

Parkinson's Support Group will meet Tuesday, Nov. 13, at 1 p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Center for Health and Wellness. For information call Dixie Hopkins, speech-language pathologist
at 762-1573

Alzheimer's group will meet
Alzheimer's Disease Education/Support Group will meet Tuesday,
Nov. 13, at 4:30 p.m.- - at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. "Medi—i •
ation and Alzheimer's" will be the topic to be presented by Dr. Hollis Clark. For more information call Cindy Ragsdale LSW at 7621108.

Singles (SOS) will meet

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, Nov. l3, at 7 p.m. at Calloway Inn, Murray. For information call Barbara at
436-5032, Jackie at 1-270-247-7754 or Larry at 753-7785.
•

Eastwood
Academy
releases
roll
r
hono
AN
HAVE
YOU
IF

1/2 Price

CLEARANCE

Ladies of the Oaks Country Club will play Bridge on Wednesday,
Nov. 14, at 9:30 a.m. at the club. Hostess will be Maxa Read, phone
753-5178.

Eastern Star will meet
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star will meet
Tuesday, Nov. 13, at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Temple.

Genealogical event Tuesday

Calloway County Genealogical Society will hold its monthly meet- .
ing on Tuesday, Nov. 13, at 11 a.m. at Dutch Essenhaus. Then at 1
p.m. the group will convene at the Murray State University Pogue
Library to meet with Dr. Ernie Robb Bailey who will five an orientation on using the library resources for genealogical research. For
more information about the society, call Ruth Cole at 753-2718, Liz ,
Brown at 753-9700 or Susan O'Neill at 767-9062.

Angel Alert issued
An Angel Alert. for two standard size electric dryers has been
issued by Calloway County Family Resource Center. These are needed by a family of four and by a single mother. Anyone having a
dryer to donate call the center at 762-7333.

Douglass event on Tuesday

The Douglass Homecoming Committee will host a membership,
drive/chili supper on Tuesday. Nov. 13, at 7 p.m. at the Masonic
Lodge Hill.

Bible Study on Tuesday
The first meeting of an interdenominational Bible Study Group.
will be Tuesday, Nov. 13, at 7 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public Library. All single adults past college through pre-retirement_
are welcome to attend.

Calloway Backboard will meet

Calloway County High School Backboard Club will meet Tuesday,
Nov.. 13, at 7 p.m. in the school cafeteria. Final plans for Meet the
Lakers will be made. All interested parents and guardians are urged
to attend.

THEOS Group will meet

THEOS (they help each other spiritually) will meet Tuesday, Nov.
13, at 2 p.m. in annex of Calloway County Public Library. Opal
Howard will present the program on "Coping With the Holidays."
The group will go later to eat at Sirloin Stockade. For information
call Howard at 753-1998, Lillian Steele at 753-2876 or Karen Isaacs
at 753-2411.

North meeting Monday

North Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will
meet today (Monday), Nov. 12, at 4 p.m. in the staff lounge. This
is a special meeting due to the time change. Margaret Cook, principal, invites the public.

Sigma meeting Monday

Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet tonight
(Monday), Nov. 12, at 6:30 p.m. in the club house basement. A program will be presented on "Leadership Tomorrow." All members are
urged to attend to finalize plans for Breakfast with Santa. Hostesses
will be Stacy Clark, Kelly Dwyer and Renee Wynn.

Poinsettia sales continue

Sales of poinsettias by Calloway County Homemakers will continue through Friday, Nov. 16. Delivery, date will be Nov. 29 at First
Baptist church fellowship hall. To order a poinsettia •see any Calloway
homemaker member or call Judy Stahler, 753-7387, or the extension
office, 753-1452.

Church will not issue adult clothing

Green Bailey, director of the Care Core of University Church of
Christ, says that "effective immediately the church will no longer
issue adult clothing at the church."

If you are You Can
be a size...
a size..,
16
20
14
18
12
16
10
14
8
12
6
10

COMBO
MSU
1/3 Lb. Burger,
American & Swiss Cheese,
Shredded Lettuce, Pickle, Tomato,
Curly Fries & IBC Rootbeer

Fast, Fun Fitness
At....

'4.99

es
Curv
for women
'30-minute fitness & weight loss renters"
• m,•• ha.ed on fmat ,isti enrollment 8. Iron 11 rno cd program,

759-3400
1608 Hwy 121 N.
Murray, KY 42071

1510 Chestnut St.(Five Points)• 759-3663
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Birth

Christian Women hear Keeling, Jones, Lamb

Jaxon Cullen
Price
Mr. and Mrs. Jeremy Price of
1696 State Line Rd. East, Hazel,
are the parents -Of a -son. laxon
Cullen Price, born on Tuesday, Oct.
23, 2001. at 7:58 p.m.
The baby weighed eight pounds
seven ounces and measured 20 inches. The mother is the former Crystal Rowland. A sister is McKenna
Elizabeth Price.
Grandparents are Curtis and Teresa Price and Mark and Crystal Rowland, all of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Jimmie
and Elizabeth Rowland, Murray.
Noble and Cleva Paschall, Puryear,
Tenn., and Herman and Violet Price,
Sedalia. A great-great-grandmother
is Mrs. Audie Byars of Murray.

Dee Keeling,
executive director of LifeHouse
Care
Center
for
Women, Chestnut Street, Murray, was the featured speaker at
the
October
brunch
of
Keeling
Christian
Women of Murray at Greenhorse
Restaurant.
Keeling discussed the work of
the LifeHouse and listed many of
its needs. She has been a missionary
with the Indians at Fort Yukon,
Alaska, and has also in the past
opened her home to young women
in need of care when she lived
in Sharon, Tenn.
Pam Jones, a member of the
LifeHouse Board of Directors, told

Price

Robert Deandre Bramley
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Derek Bramley are the parents of a son,
Robert Deandre Bramley, born on Wednesday, Nov. 7, 2001, at 11:41
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds five ounces and measured 19 1/2
inches. The mother is the former Heather Marie Colson.
Grandparents are Karen Hunter, Jimmy Bramley, Steve Colson and
Linda Colson, all of Murray.

4-H recognition

banquet planned
Calloway County 4-H council
will host its annual recognition
banquet on Saturday. Nov. 17, at
6 p.m. at First United Methodist
Church gymnasium.
Reservations for the banquet
must be called in by 4:30 p.m.
today (Monday), Nov. 12, to the
Calloway County Extension office,
753-1452. A smoked pork barbecue shoulder dinner will be served
at a cost of $3 for adults and $1
for youth and children.
The Murray-Calloway County 4H Teen Club and Exchange will
be preparing the meal as a fundraiser for upcoming events and a summer exchange trip to Pennsylva-

AA UW meeting
Thursday
Murray Branch of the American Association of University
Women will meet Thursday. Nov.
15, at 6 p.m. at the Faculty Club
on Murray State University campus on North 14th Street. Jane
Etheridge of the MSU Women's
Center will present a program on
reducing stress. For more information about the AAUW and directions to the meeting call Merry
Miller at 767-0019.
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nia.
The evening will be filled with
awards and recognition of youth
and leaders.
The Mr. and Miss 4-H Contest is a highlight of the event.
Forms for this contest are due
Thursday, Nov. IS, at the extension office.
Michael Siebold, state champion in the 14-year-old category
will give his prize winning speech.
County, area and state winners
will be recognized as well as various individual clubs.
"The public is welcome to be
a part of this festive event of celebrating youth and their accomplishments," said Ginny Harper,
county extension agent for 4-H
youth development.

CELLTOUCH,inc.

Day care
center is
• •
participant
Murray Day Care
at 1607
Olive St., Murray, announces participation in the USDA Child and
Adult Care Food Program, administered by the Kentucky Department of Education.
Meals will be served at no separate charge to enrolled participants at the center and are provided without regard to race, color,
national origin, sex, age or disability.
If you believe you or any
individual has been discriminated
against in the child and Adult
Care Food Program, write to the
Secretary of agriculture, Washington, D.C. 20250.
Participants eligible for free
and/or reduced price meals must
have a complete application with
documentation of eligibility information which may include a food
stamp or K-TAP case number, or
names of household members and
income information.
For more information contact
Melissa Elkins at 753-7359.

about her work
there and introduced Keeling.
Jean Bird had
introduced
Jones.
Special
music was presented by Molly
Ross Lamb of
Dover, Tenn.,
Jones
formerly of Murray. She sang "Lord Let Your
Light Shine On Us" and "My
Shepherd Will Supply My Need'
while accompanying herself on
two different autoharps.
Lamb was introduced by Allene
Knight, regular pianist for the
group.
Vicky Crafton of Forever Green
presented a special feature on the
care of plants and bulbs for the
fall planting season.

The next brunch will be Friday. Nov. 16, at 10 a.m. at Green
Horse Cafe.
Featured speaker will be the Rev.
H.B. Fields, minister of Bethel
apodks Chapel • United
and
Methodist Churches.
A silent auction will be held
of items of crafts, foods, etc.,
brought by those attending. Proceeds from the silent auction will
go to help with expenses of the
Suza family from Zimbabwe.
Africa, and the Angel Clinic of
Murray.
Reservations must be made by
Wednesday evening. Nov. 14, by
calling Freda Lovett at 753-3999
or Jo Lovett at 753-4683. There
are no dues or membership and
all women of the area are invited, according to Effie Kemp, chairman.

Everything you need for the
holidays is at Pier 1 now!
So, come on! Get the spirit and celebrate the season
with fun, affordable finds from Murray's Pier 1'
UNIVERSITY PLAZA
12058 CHESTNUT ST.• MURRAY, KY

LAMB

*oftivolort
Neil imports

BRA
NDO
N
12701753-5315

Murray, KY (Next to Lowes)

WOR
LD
18001455-5315

Drive A New

2002 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX
Stk #P2017

18,99
9
plus

for $

After rebate

LARGE SELECTION NEW & USED
Cadillacs - Buicks - Olds - Pontiacs - Chevrolets
- Toyotas - Nissans • Fords- Merc-urys - Dodge Hondas - Trucks - Vans - Suvs

TTL

BUICK ONLY
XTRA S500°'
A.A.R.P. BONUS

WE HAVEIT ALL!

Expires Nov 30, 2001

COME SEE US TODAY

10%
any
access

VEPFlaaarwireiess

all

Dixieland Shopping Center

767.9

Car
Chargers I

3
Bit Biackbure
Bestial limier

Wipp
Purdem

Janke
Asir**

JIm

Patricia
lases

Wes

&liter

woes

(.hind Nordoos on Chestnut St )

111

Call us to compare!

Hook up your home phone service!
oco.trpc

N.:reset atockl $39
NO drepolatt

95 Pius !ax

Some resirdions may apply. $995 adrrabon fee for home phone servce Expires 10131C1

ic/AateePeril

JohnnyWilliams,NI.D.
Ophthalmologist
has opened his medical practice at
North 12th Street
Murray,KY.42071
(Nextto Office Depot. behind Cracker Barrel)

Foran appointment,call
1-800-272-9477

native of Murray. Dr. .Johnny W. Williams diagnoses and treats all forms of
eye disease as well as performing cataract and laser surgery. Dr. Williams
graduated from Murray High School in 1971 and from Murray State University
with a B.S. in 1975.

OVINE

Dr. Williams received his MD in 1989 from the University of Louisville. and
completed his residency in Ophthalmology at the University of Louisville
Department of Ophthalmology in 1993.
Dr. Williams is board certified by the American Board of Ophthalmology and a
fellow in the Academy of Ophthalmology. He is on active medical staff and will
be performing ophthalmologic surgical procedures at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Dr. Williams and his wife. Martha. reside in Murray and have one son. Zach, who
is currently attending Belmont University in Nasvhille. Tennessee.
To schedule an appointment. call 1-800-272-9477.

Johnny Williams, M.D.

intHealth
irtneis

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

LIMITS

INSTALLATION
when you subscribe to Charter Digital Complete
including Showtime and The Movie Channel.
Plus receive a
RCA CD player FREE!

Call 1-800-CABLE ME

Ophthaimoiogist

North 12th Street
Murray, KY. 42071
(Next to Office Depot)
Murray, KY. 42071
1-800-272-9477

NO

www.charter.com

f

oa
chAr
s
ter

• V/ *to V/0* 0 COW...T o.

HOSPITAL

Taking healthcare new places.

Offer enis¶ 1,30.00, A served cOmmOment may be requrreel Other testnceons may appiy 200 1 Showhme Networks InC All ,Ights reserved
SNOWTINIE 'as tepreleted trademark of Showlim, Networks Inc . a vocom Company NO LIMITS it a regrsiered trademark of
A rhme 5 p A Showems Networks Inc re an authortated ',cense*

I.
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Blanchard revives Racers 35-17
IN _Junior TB
gives mates lift
over UT-Martin
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
There's not a 'closer' position
on a football roster, but you can
credit Billy Blanchard with a save
just the same.
The 5-11, 222-pound junior tailback rescued his Murray State teammates from a potentially embarrassing situation on Saturday, rushing for 216 of his game-high 235
yards in the second half as the
Racers awoke from a deep slumber just in time to defeat lastplace Tennessee-Martin 35-17 in the
home finale at Roy Stewart Stadium.
"We came out a little complacent and were sputtering in the
first half," said Blanchard, whose
rushing effort was the fourth-highest single-game total in school history. "I think we were a little too
relaxed and looking toward next
week (at Eastern Illinois). We just
didn't have our minds focused on
this game."
After limping through the first
eight games of the season, Murray (4-5, 2-3 OVC) expected an
easy afternoon against the lowly
Skyhawks, who entered Saturday's
play with a mere 1-8 record —
their only win coming against Division II Kentucky Wesleyan.
And that's exactly the way things
started out as the Racers stopped
UTM.on three plays after the opening kickoff and then received a
34-yard punt return from Malcolm
Moore, setting the table for the
first score of the day.
Four plays later, junior tailback
Garner Byars scored from 11-yards
out for a 7-0 MSU advantage.
However, the Skyhawks weren't
about to roll over and play dead
— answering the MSU score with
10 straight points off a 4I-yard
Brent Harris field goal and a 28yard run by Shane Williams at the
6:22 mark of the second quarter
that capped an eight-play, 66-yard
drive.
Meanwhile, almost nothing was
going right for the Racer offense,
as the unit made only two first
downs in its next five possessions

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

JUST MISSED IT...Murray State defensive end Ed Johnson (53) hits Tennessee-Martin quarterback Shane Williams (17) just after he lets go of this pass during Ohio Valley Conference action.Saturday at Roy Stewart Stadium. The Racers rallied for a 35-17 victory.
after the opening score.
In all, Mn managed a measly
74 yards of total offense — only
19 from Blanchard and just 47
from the right arm of sophomore
quarterback Stewart, Childress —
as it trailed 10-7 heading into the
halftime break.
"You have to give a lot of credit to Martin — they came in here
1-8 and were still playing hard,"
said MSU head coach Joe Pannunzio. "We were complacent. It
was the worst half of football
we've played since I've been here
... I was very worried."

"Coach (Pannunzio) got on us
at halftime, and we came out with
a sense of urgency in the second
half," Blanchard explained.
Despite the halftime pep talk,
things seemingly went from bad
to worse for the Racers as their
first three drives of the second
half accomplished nothing — the
third of which benefited UTM.
Skyhawk Nick Stamper sacked
Childress,causing a fumble that was
scooped up by teammate Kidane
McBride, who raced 66 yards for
a touchdown and a 17-7 Martin
lead with 9:59 to go in the third

quarter.
But the tide began to turn on
the Racers' next possession as the
unit started to make some headway with an 18-yard Blanchard
run. The drive stalled when Shane
Andrus' 50-yard field-goal'attenipt
fell short.
On the other side of the ball,
the Murray defense recovered to
ground the Skyhawks'option-based
attack — an offensive style that
has given the MSU unit fits for
the better part of two seasons.
But after giving up 156 yards
in the first half, the Racers stone-

walled UTM on seven straight possessions. Senior Zelbert Johnson
led the way, recording a teamhigh 17 tackles on the day.
"All of our seniors on defense
wanted to make sure we won this
game," Johnson noted."We weren't
playing like ourselves in the first
half, but coach (Mike) Vite made
things simple for us and took over
the game."
The Racer offense finally got
things on track on its next possession, taking advantage of another long punt return from Moore
when Childress found wideout Marcus Christon for a 26-yard scoring strike down the left sideline,
pulling Murray to within 17-14.
Following another three-and-out
by UTM, the Racers used a steady
dose of Blanchard runs to take
the lead for good.
Blanchard carried the ball on five
straight plays, covering 53 yards
— the last of which was a 2-yard
burst with 1:20 showing in the
third period that gave MSU a 2117 edge.
Murray tacked on two fourthquarter scores to put the game
away — one coming on a 3-yard
run from Byars at the 7:52 mark
and another on a 4-yard scamper
by Blanchard with just 1:23 left
to provide the final margin.
Blanchard credited his rushing
efforts to the MSU offensive line.
"There were holes opening up
that I haven't seen in awhile," he
said. "The holes were closing real
quick in the first half, but our
(line) came back out in the second half and played like they have
all year."
"It didn't take a rocket scientist to figure out that we needed
to keep riding our big horse," said
Pannunzio of Blanchard. "We just
kept giving him the ball, and it
paid off."
The Racers wind up the 2001
campaign next weekend when they
travel to Ohio Valley Conference
champion Eastern Illinois.
Pannunzio guaranteed a better
effort from his squad against the
Panthers, who defeated Murray 487 last fall at Charleston, Ill.
"These kids will be ready to
play this ball game," he said. "Our
kids remember what happened last
year, so they (EIU) better be ready
to play."

Wildcats survive AIA 88-83 in OT
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)—
Tayshaun Prince scored 19 points
and Gerald Fitch added 18 as No.
4 Kentucky held off Athletes in
Action 88-83 in overtime in an exhi-

bition game Sunday.
The Wildcats scored the first
five points of the overtime period, and Athletes in Action turned
the ball over four times in the

five-minute extra session to end
any hopes of an upset.
Keith Bogans scored 17 points
and grabbed seven rebounds as Kentucky scored /7 points off 19

From

MURRAY
SUPPLY
SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE

you pay
mail-in
Ace rebate

$9.97

Final
Cost

your choice

ORM1611111111

-10.00

$29.99
your choice

Tool and Accessory Sets
Choose from 11 pc. Combo Wrench Set, SAE or Metric.
24 pc Socket Set, SAE or Metric; 2 pc PlierNVrench
Set. 2 pc Plier Set, or 17 pc Drill Bit Set
2104099, 107. 2108942. 59, 2109478. 486 569

Power Tools
38 pc Multi-Pro Tool Kit 12v VSR Cordless Drill, compact
Mouse Sander.or 7-1/4" Circular Saw with 11 amp motor.
2104040, 2104115, 2091205 2109031

turnovers and outrebounded Athletes in Action 40-28.
"It would have been pretty ugly
if we'd lost this game," Kentucky
coach Tubby Smith said. "We got
a good feel today for what we
still need to work on."
Damian Long had 19 points,
Derek Grimm had 17, Josh Hall
14 and Ronnie Grandison and David
Daniels 10 each to lead Athletes
in Action, which made 14-of-30
3-pointers to keep the game close.
For the game, Kentucky shot
49 percent, but made only 5-of23 3-point shots and turned the
ball over 14 times.
Prince's jumper and two free
throws put Kentucky up 80-77
with 1:04 to play in regulation.
Hall's fourth 3-pointer tied the
score with 42 seconds remaining.
Cliff Hawkins missed a free
throw with 8.7 seconds to play,
giving Athletes in Action one final
chance to win the game.
Long's 3-pointer from the right
side over a charging Prince bounced
off the back of the rim as time
expired, sending the game to overtime.
"The way they were shooting,
I know the fans were expecting
that last shot to go in," Prince
said.

Nobody Can Protect Your

HOME

,
vow'

*maws
you pay
mail-in
Ace rebate
Final
Cost

your choice

$19.99
-5.00

$14.99

Final
Cost

Power Tools
1/3 Sheet Sander with 3-5/80" pad size. 6v. 2-speed 3/8"
Cordless Drill. pivoting Cordless Screwdriver
23681, 22101 7109270

•OLAMI1101111

you pay
mail-in
Ace rebate

Prince then hit a 3-pointer and
Jules Camara made two free throws
to open the overtime period and
give the Wildcats the lead for
good.
"This game can be looked at
negatively because we came out
so slow," Bogans said. "But it was
also positive because we came out
on top."
Kentucky came out flat, missing seven of its first eight shots
as Athletes in Action took a 103 lead by the first media timeout.
An aggravated Smith replaced
all five starters with Hawkins,
Camara, Erik Daniels, Chuck Hayes
and Josh Carrier and got immediate results.
Camara and Hayes each scored
four points during a 13-4 run that
gave Kentucky its first lead, 1614, with 12:54 remaining in the
half.
"I thought that second group
came in and did a great job,"
Smith said. "They came in and
gave us the spark and energy we
needed.".
Trailing 24-22 with 7:00 to play,
Fitch made a long 3-pointer and
followed that up with a steal and
one-handed dunk to spark an 112 run that put the Wildcats up
33-26 with 3:35 remaining.

$49.99

any better than we can!

-10.00

Look to us for quality Home Insurance coverage, low rates,
attractive discounts and fast, fair claims service.

$39.99

Call us today!

your choice
2111711r

Haverandstock
—
—
Suiter

RotoZip Spiral Saw or Cordless Drill
Revolutionary tool powered by 4 0 amp motor 14 4v
VSR drill with kit box, battery and charger
2109247,2109213

While Supplies Last During December!

SEE YOUR HELPFUL HARDWARE FOLKS!

206 E. MAIN • MURRAY • 753-3361
4

Insurance Agency
Van HavOrStOrk

MARK McGWIRE
Announces Retirement

Mac
decides
to quit
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Having smashed Roger Mans'37year-old single-season home
run record, in the spring of
1999 Mark McGwire mused
about his chances of making
it a clean sweep and catching Hank Aaron's career
record.
McGwire ended up 172
home runs short of Aaron's
he
when
magical 755
announced his retirement Sunday night.
Injuries led to a rapid
descent for the former home
run king, who was an expensive spare or broken part on
St. Louis Cardinals playoff
teams the last two seasons.
He strongly hinted of retiring several times this season,
saying at one point he was
"fried and embarrassed" by
his lack of production.
The 38-year-old McGwire
batted .187 with 29 homers
in his final season as he struggled to recover from a knee
injury that also cost him half
of 2000. He walks away from
a $30 million, two-year contract extension that he agreed
to in spring training but never
signed.
"After considerable discussion with those closest to
me, I have decided not to
sign the extension, as I am
unable to perform at a level
equal to the salary the organization would be paying me,"
McGwire said in a statement.
"I believe I owe it to the
Cardinals and the fans of St.
Louis to step aside, so a talented free agent can be brought
in as the final piece of what
I expect can be a World
Championship-caliber team."
the
of
timing
The
announcement took the Cardinals by surprise.
Manager Tony La Russa
and McGwire talked often
since the end of the season
and La Russa said last month
that he expected McGwire to
retire.
But the slugger, who was
a dismal 1-for-11 with six
strikeouts and a double-play
grounder in the playoffs, hadn't told him or general manager Walt Jocketty about the
decision.
"I would believe he would
have told the Cardinals first,"
La Russa said.
"The guy is a first-class
guy. I find it hard to believe
he wouldn't call the owners
or Walt first. .
"But he's given everybody
enough warning."
By announcing his retirement before the free agent
season begins instead of closer to opening day, McGwire
allows the Cardinals to pursue a replacement. Jason
Giambi, McGwire's in from
Oakland, will likely be targeted by the Cardinals to
replace Big Mac.
Rookie Albert Pujols, who
had 32 starts at first base,
also could take over the position on a full-time basis. Pujols
also started at third base, left
field and right field.

Inameno•

211 S. 12th St.
Murray, KY

7534415

TACO JOHN'S
CHUM! PLATTER

*

-99

Includes rice & beans
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RacerReport
Cross Country
GREENVILLE, S.C. — Murray State finished
in 12th place out of 29 men's teams at the NCAA
Southeast Regional Championships Saturday at thit
Ftirman University Golf Course with 375 points,
seven behind Western Kentucky.
North Carolina State won the meet with 30
points and William & Mary carne in second with
72 as both squads qualified automatically for the
NCAA Championships.
The Racers were led by senior Jeremy Kirk's
474h-place finish out of 206 runners, as he completed the 10,000-meter (6.2-mile) course in 32
minutes, five seconds. William & Mary's Sean
Graham won the individual title with a time of
30:15.
.MSU sophomore Jeremy Burkeen was 74th in
32:53, followed by junior Ryan Davis (87th; 33:09),
freshman Tim Bradley (96th; 33:17), freshman
Brandon Lancaster (116th; 33:47), senior James
Smith (147th: 34:26)and junior Devin Wilber(164th;
34:55).
Two Lady Racers qualified individually for
reionals and gave Murray two more top-100 performances. Senior Rebecca Christman was 70th
out of 181 runners after crossing the finish line
of the 6,000-meter (3.7-mile) race in 23:39, while
senior Emily Herndon was 75th in 23:52.

Women's Soccer
CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo. — Murray State
placed two players on the 2001 All-Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament Team after regular-sftason
champion and tournament host Southeast Missouri
State fell in the championship match 1-0 to defending OVC champion Eastern Illinois.
Sophomore midfielder Lindsey Gustafson and
freshman midfielder Kim Sinclair represented the

Racers on the all-tournament team after each
placed a shot on goal in MSU's 2-0 semifinal
loss to SEMO Fnday.
EIU's Devon Bissell was named the tournament's Most Valuable Player and teammates Rach
Dorfman, McKenzie Smith and Cara LeM
earned all-tournament honors as the Panthers
the OVC's first-ever automatic bid to the NCAA
Tournament.
SEMO's Diana Poovey, Katie Huelsing
Julie Wunderlich also made the team, as did Tani*
Desmarias and Myranda Hill of Tennessee Tech,
which lost 4-1 to EIU in the semifinals Friday.

Miami atop
AP rankings,
second in
coaches' poll

By The Associated Press
Miami is a shaky. N.
The flurricanes (8-0) held off
Boston College 18-7 on Saturday,
then held off No. 2 Nebraska (110) in Sunday's balloting by the
72 sports writers and broadcasters on the AP panel.
Miami wasn't as lucky in the
USA Today/ESPN coaches poll,
where Nebraska took over the No.
1 spot, with the 'Canes second.
In The Associated Press Top
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Murray State fell to Ken.ti, 25, Miami received 44 first-place
tucky 6,208-6,193 in a dual match Sunday
votes and 1,768 points, with
competing in the Walsh Invitational Saturday in
Nebraska collecting the other 28
Cincinnati.
first-place votes and 1,756 points.
The Wildcats defeated MSU 4,647-4,638 in
Last week, Miami led Nebrassmallbore and 1,561-1,555 in air rifle to win the
ka by 36 points. The Huskers are
shoulder-to-shoulder meet.
now just 12 points behind as
Sophomore Morgan Hicks led the Racers with
Nebraska beat Kansas State 31a score of 1,173 in smallbore and a 395 in air
21 on Saturday.
rifle for a 1,568 aggregate out of a possible 1,600.
Oklahoma (9-1), the defending
Freshman Crystal Dove gave Murray a 1,565
national champions, remained No.
aggregate (1,172-393) while freshman Robert Purdy# 3, followed by No. 4 Florida (8followed with a 1,536 (1,144-392) and senior Jilt
1), No. 5 Texas (9-1), No. 6 TenLivesay-Wheeldon added a 1,524(1,149-375). Freshnessee (7-1), No. 7 Oregon (9-1),
man Michael Gardner also shot for MSU, postNo. 8 BYU (10-0), No. 9 Washing a 1,537 total (1,135-382).
ington State (9-1) and No. 10
UK was paced by Bradley Wheeldon — the
Maryland (9-1).
brother-in-law of Livesay-Wheeldon — as he
Michigan was No.-1-1,-followed
scored a 1,560 aggregate (1,169-391).
by No. 12 Illinois, No. 13 StanThe Racers will host defending NCAA chamford, No. 14 Syracuse, No. 15
pion Alsaka-Fairbanks Nov. 20 at the Pat Spur.,;-. Colorado, _No,_)
. 6 Washiraton,No.
gin Rifle Range. UAF assistant coach Pat Spur17 Auburn, No. 18 Virginia Tech,
gin-Finley was the 1984 Olympic rifle gold medalNo. 19 Louisville and No. 20
ist and a four-time All-American at Murray State.
UCLA.

Rifle

SCOREBOARD
6putibored

the winner added. "With 20 laps
to go, Mike said, 'You can do it.'
I just dug down a little deeper
and here we are."
The victory was just as sweet
for Evernham, who was the top
crew chief in the sport before
leaving Hendrick Motorsports late
in 1999 for the difficult task of
starting up his own team and guiding Dodge's return to NASCAR's
top division after a 16-year absence.
An accident in the pits left four
people injured, including a crewman for Ricky Rudd's team who
was hospitalized in serious condition with head injuries after striking a concrete wall.

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"
David King

NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE

CADIZ, Ky. — Lindsey Grogan of Lynn Grove earned three top-six finishes
at a Kentucky High School Rodeo two-day event Nov. 3-4 at the Trigg County Recreational Compldx.
In the first day of competition, Grogan was third in the goat tying event
and sixth in barrel racing. She placed fifth in barrel racing the next day.

Bus. 270-753-6706
Fax 270-767-9816
*King or Queen size
beds in all rooms

01-fighest Quality
Rating Possible
03 Room Suite w/
Full Kitchen, 3F' TV
with VCR & Jacuzzi

Ask About Our
Unbeatable
Fall Special

ofMURRAY
ALL ROOMS INCLUDE:

Pct.
750
667
556
500
125
Pct.
750
625
500
500
429
375
Pct.
750
556
556
500
222

Sunday's Games
Atlanta 20, Dallas 13
Miami 27. Indianapolis 24
St. Louis 48. Carolina 14
Green Bay 20. Chicago 12
N.Y Jets 27, Kansas City 7
New England 21, Buffalo 11
Tampa Bay 20. Detroit 17
Jacksonville 30, Cincinnati 13
Pittsburgh 15, Cleveland 12, OT
Denver 26. San Diego 16
N Y. Giants 17, Arizona 10
Philadelphia 48, Minnesota 17
San Francisco 28. New Orleans 27
Seattle 34, Oakland 27
OPEN: Washington
Today's Game
Baltimore at Tennessee. 8 p.m.

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
T
L
W
3 0
5
Philadelphia
0
4
5
NY Giants
0
5
3
Washington
6 0
2
Arizona
0
2 6
Dallas
Central
Chicago
Green Bay
Tampa Bay
Minnesota
Detroit

Pct.
625
556
375
250
250

6
6
4
3
0
West

2
2
4
5

0
0
0
0
0

Pct.
750
750
500
375
000

7
6
4
4

1
2
4
4

0
0
0
0
0

Pct.
875
750
500
500
111

St Louis
San Francisco
Atlanta
New Orleans
Carolina

Sunday, Nov. 18
N.Y. Jets at Miami. noon
Seattle at Buffalo, noon
Atlanta at Green Bay. noon
Philadelphia at Dallas, noon
Cleveland at Baltimore. noon
Tennessee at Cincinnati. noon
San Francisco at Carolina, noon
Indianapolis at New Orleans, noon
San Diego at Oakland, 3.05 p m
Jacksonville at Pittsburgh, 3'05 p m
Detroit at Arizona, 3:15 p.m.
Washington at Denver, 3:15 p.m.
Chicago at Tampa Bay, 3.15 p.m.
St Louis at New England, 7:30 p.m
OPEN Kansas City
Monday, Nov. 19
N.Y Giants at Minnesota, 8 pm

BETTER BUILT GARAGES,INC.

Ramsey.
Eastwood returns to action Tuesday when it hosts Anchored Christian Academy of Bowling Green, Ky. at 6 p.m.

517 South 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071

753-8355

901 Sycamore

AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
T
L
W
0
2
6
Miami
3 0
6
N.Y. Jets
0
4
5
New England
0
4
4
Indianapolis
7 0
1
Buffalo
Central
T
L
W
0
2
6
Pittsburgh
3 0
5
Baltimore
0
4
4
Cincinnati
0
4
4
Cleveland
0
4
3
Tennessee
0
Jacksonville
5
3
West
T
L
W
2 0
6
Oakland
4 0
5
Denver
0
4
5
San Diego
0
4
4
Seattle
0
7
2
Kansas City

The Eastwood Christian Academy boys basketball team fell to 1-2 on the
year with a 51-45 home loss to South Haven of Springfield, Tenn. Friday.
Sean Ramsey led the Warriors in defeat with 23 points, four rebounds and
five steals while Justin West added 17 points, nine rebounds and two steals.
Daniel Polichette contributed a team-high 11 rebounds along with two points.
ECA also received three points, two steals and a rebound from Kris Andrus,
two rebounds and a steal from Kendrick Hopson and one rebound from Erik

GOT SCORES?
CALL 753-1916

By.

The Insurance Center
of Murray

Elliott gets first
SportsBriefs
win in seven years
HOMESTEAD, Fla. (AP) —
After seven years and 226 races
without a victory, Bill Elliott wasn't. even sure how to celebrate.
:After taking the checkered flag
in the Pennzoil 400 Sunday, he
did a tentative burnout in front
of the main grandstand at Homesteaa-Miami Speedway, then did
a couple of rubber-burning doughnuts before driving slowly to Victory Lane, relishing the moment.
On a day when Jeff Gordon
all but wrapped up his fourth Winston Cup championship, Elliott gave
Ray Evemham and crew chief
Mike Ford their first wins.
Elliott, whose last victory came
at :Darlington in September 1994,
passed teammate Casey Atwood
five laps from the end of the 267lap race after stalking the rookie
for several trips around the 1 1/2mile Homestead-Miami Speedway.
"I was just staying with him
and then I got under him and he
got real loose in (turns) three and
four and that's all it took," said
Elliott, a winner for the 41st time
in his career.
"Ray believed in me and Mike
and all the guys believed in me."
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CALL

C11111E44
Sl'OPPERS
OF MURRAY AND
CAL LOWAY COUNTY INC.

15 Years In Business
Perry Warren. Manager

EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST
Dwain Warren. Owner

(270)674-5530 • Melber, KY
CHECK THESE FEATURES:

, I no Concrete Floc,
,L -ted
Pre Fat Carpenter Bait All Oualrty Matenais

A. 4- concrete floor reinforced
I. Self-supporting 2x6
with wire mesh
trusted rafters 2 ft O.C.
B. 12' footing
J. 1/2 plywood/O.S.B.
C. Polyurethane
K. Seal down shingles
under concrete
L. Overhang covered
D Anchor bolts in
M Overhead steel
concrete
door
E. Treated bottom
N. Steel service door
plates
0. 2x4 fascia
F. Constr gr.
aluminum covered
studs
P. 2x10 headers
G. 7/16- OS B
O. 4x4 raised curb
undersiding
H. Masonite. wood or vinyl siding
We offer you. FREE Estimates, References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.
COMPARE OUR QUALITY & VALUE
Deluxe Models - vinyl siding
Deluxe Models a hardboard siding
1 1 2 CAR 112x201
S4025
11.2 CAR (12x20)
$4825
2 CAR (18x20)
2 CAR (18x20,
LARGE CAR 22x22)
$5125
LARGE CAR t22x22)
2 1.2 CAR (24x24i
$5325
2 1 2 CAR 124x24)
LARGE 2 12 CAR (24x30)
$5925
LARGE 2 12 CAR (24x30)
LARGE 3 CAR i30x30)
$7275
LARGE 3 CAR (30x30)
PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT - CALL US - WE WON'T BE UNDERSOLD

(270)753-9500

$4525
$5225
$5325
55675
$6425
$7675

INTRODUCING....BETTER BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
Custom Built - Buy Or Rent To Own!

Far and Copy
'
Service Available

Refrigerators, Microwaves, Coffeemakers.
Hairdryers. Phones w/Dataports
70 Channel Cable w/HBO
Free Deluxe Continental Breakfast

Relax In Our
Jacuzzi
Rooms

Till December 31

J. David Outland, M.D.

Every

Dermatologist

HOME

Chrysler,
Plymouth, Dodge
and Jeep Vehicle
Purchased from Peppers
Chrysler, Dodge and Jeep

Announces the opening of
his practice at
Medical Arts Buikling,Suite405E
300South Eighth Street
Murray.KY42071

Holida s

Receives a

FREE 7 Year/100,000 Mile
Powertrain Limited Warranty*
The BEST Vehicles, The BEST 5 Star Award
Winning Dealership and Now the BEST Warranty
are All Reasons to Come Home to Peppers NOW
for All Your Transportation Needs.
*Get a copy of Power-train Limited Warranty at Peppers.

Foran appointment.call
(270)759-4500

74

native of Murray, Dermatologist J. David Outland, M.D. diagnoses and treats diseases (4
the skim- He specializes in all diseases of the'skin, hair, nails, and skin canter surgery. Dr.
Outland, a graduate of Murray High School, received his BS from Murray State University in
1993.
Dr. Outland received his MD from the University of Louisville. Louisville. Kentucky in 1997
lie completed an internship in internal medicine at the University of Louisville affiliated
hospitals in 1998 and a residency in dermatology at the University of Louisville Department
of Medicine this year.
A member of the American Medical Association. the Kentucky Medical Association, the
Kentucky Dermatological Association, the Southern Medical Association and the American
Academy of Dermatology, Dr. Outland is eligible to be board certified in October.
His office hours are Monday through Thursday 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. To schedule an appointment.
call 270-759-4500.

1 IAA

J. David Outland, M.D.
"Whatever It Takes. We Want To Be Your Car or Truck Company."

2400 E Wood St.• Paris. TN
(731)642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816

Dennatologist
Medical Arts Building, Suite 405E
300 South Eighth Street
Murray, KY 42071
(270)759-4500

PartrierS

re MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITA

. Taking healthcare new places.
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4-H Update
By GINNY HARPER
Calloway County Extension Agent for 4-H Youth Development

Power of YOUth Summit

Chamber photo

CHAMBER CHATTER WITH THE COMMISH ... Kentucky Agricultural Commissioner Billy Ray
Smith (center) enjoys conversing with Graves County Extension Agent Bill Green (right) during Thursday night's Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce Business After Hours
event at the new Cooperative Extension Services office at 310 S. 4th St.

On Nov. TS,the Power of YOUth Summit will occur
at the First United Methodist Church beginning at 6 p.m.
and ending at 8:30 p.m. This is a community conversation on youth for the 21st century.
Tim Mills , a motivational youth speaker and campus
minister at Union College in Barbourville, Ky., will be
the keynote speaker and facilitator of the large group
discussions.
Mills is one of the most entertaining youth motivators in Kentucky. He brings the ability to challenge teens
in a fashion that is both fun and enlightening. Mills is an
alumni of the Kentucky 4-H Program and will be in
Muff
.ay for the Kentucky Baptist Convention.
The purpose of the summit is to motivate youth to
make a difference in Murray and Calloway County. All
youth and adults interested in youth programs,as well as
community leaders, are encouraged and welcome to
attend. A local community plan for youth will be developed. Key ideas will then be shared on the state and
national levels to impact youth programming in the 21st

century.
After the large group opening address from the
keynote speaker, the attendees will be divided into small
groups to create, brainstorm and develop action plans
that will work for our community. A pizza supper will be
served prior to the groups coming back together for the
community plan. All attending will have an opportunity
to make a Power of YOUth Pledge before the meeting
ends.
This event is sponsored by the Calloway County 4-H
Council and Murray-Calloway County Community of
Promise for all youth and youth agencies.
Educational programs of the Kentucky Cooperative
Extension Service serve all people regardless of race,
color, age, sex, religion, disability or national origin.
[Adversity of Kentucky, Kentucky State University,
U.S. Department of Agriculture and Kentucky counties,
cooperating.

Burley tobacco designation correction allowed
LEXINGTON, Ky. -- Jeffery S. Hall, State
Executive Director of the Farm Service Agency
in Kentucky. announced that beginning Nov. 13.
burley tobacco farmers will be allowed to make a
one-time correction to their previous farm marketing designation.
The last date to make a change under this "correction opportunity" provision is Nov. 23, 2001.
On Oct. 25. the Secretary of Agriculture
announced the intention to release burley tobacco
farm designation information, including pounds
designated to sell at a specific market location.

Since the 'release of this information, farmers
with an incorrect designation were faced With a
lengthy delay in marketing tobacco under regular
redesignation policy.
The Deputy Administrator, Farm Programs
has instructed FSA County Offices to accept and
process "correction opportunity" designations
under the following special redesignation provisions:
• It is limited for the farm to any one day
beginning Nov. 13, 2001 and ending Nov. 23,
2001.

STATE LINE WESTERN WORLD,INC.
Pro Rodeo Equipment, Western
Wear, Tack, Trailers, Nutrena Feed

N1URRAI
STATE LINE
WESTERN
ORE). IN(

1842 State Line Rd. W.
Hwy. 893 West _
Hazel, KY 42049
l'‘RIS

Bus: 270-492-6144
Fax: 270-492-6248
www.statelinewesternworld.com

Larry & Lynda hard

Barry Ward

MI
MINN

•

•It is a change in warehouse, receiving station,
or dealer designated.
•It is a change in pounds designated to a warehouse, receiving statiOn, or dealer.
• It is an initial designation for an undesignated farm.
• It shall become effective immediately when
the designation form is signed.
Farmers with questions about their marketing
designation should contact their local FSA
County office for additional information about
this one-time opportunity.
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NEW FURNITURE

•
Bring your Truck, Van
or Trailer - Bungee
Cords, Rope & padding,
Come prepared to Haul
away and Save!!

MONDAY

I.

NO

OT"

MS

All2DAY
giliNONLY:
NOV. 12TH

6:30 PM SHARP

6:30 PM SHARP
TILL IT'S OVER:

5.00%

AMY)

!pal

01...0•••••1

OF QUALITY HOME FURNISHINGS

MUST BE SOLDff

Cicero Indiana
RP-7126 '
ICY Lc

Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity
This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates However, regardless of rate changes over the years.
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 3.000o.Since early surrender
charges apply. please call for details

Photo submitted

WHERE'S A KNIFE?!?
George Garland shows a
85 pound, 41 inch by 39
inch watermelon he grew
this past summer.

Ad #99ANN006

MUCH MORE FROM FAMOUS NAME
BRANDS YOU WILL KNOW & TRUST.

2602 MAIN ST.
BENTON • KY

crews remain busy today fighting
numerous fires across Kentucky.
The majority of the fires are in eastern and southeastern Kentucky.
Marie Walker with Daniel Boone
National Forest reports that they are
also experiencing numerous fires
especially in the Redbird District of
the forest.
"Our employees are busy fighting the fires, so we need assistance
catching these criminals in the act",
said Leah MacSwords, division
director. Forty-eight fires burned an
estimated 13,887 acres.

(November,2001)

Hwy. 121
Bypass
753-4703

ALL Living Rooms Dining Rooms
Bedrooms Mattresses Recliners
Inettes Kids' Furniture Leather
Sleepers Groups Entertainment
Cabinets Curio Cabinets
Bedding Lamps Chairs and

SALE HELD AT THE FORMER WAL-MART LOCATION

FRANKFORT, Ky. — While our
country is engaged in a worldwide
conflict, Kentucky firefighters are
also waging war here at home.
Woodland arsonists have set hundreds of forest fires since Oct. 1. The
Kentucky Division of Forestry is
stepping up its arson enforcement
and surveillance activities. In addition to local law enforcement, the
division, has requested assistance
from oth&state agencies.
Hundreds of division firefighters,
correction crews, volunteer firefighters and U.S. Forest Service

NOV. 1 3T"

THE BESTWAY FURNITURE

Auction conducted by:
KURT EARLYWINE

Ky. wages war on arsonists

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

INSPECTION 2 HOURS Prior to the sale
GOING OUT OF BUSINESS SALE IS
OVER... BUT, LARGE QUANTITIES

Photo submitted

PETS OF WEEK...Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter,
located on Shelter Lane, has listed this Poodle mix, female,
adult dog (left), and this Dachshund mix, male, adult dog
named Oscar, among the many animals available for adoption. Shelter officials urge persons to call the shelter if they
have lost or found an animal. Hours of the shelter are 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.,
Saturday, and closed on Sunday. For information call 7594141.

TERMS OF AUCTION:
• All items sold as is.
• Inspection. 2 hours prior to sole.
• No pickups during Auction.
• All purchases must be paid for
day of Auction and picked up
immediately at conclusion of
that days sale.
• 10% buyers premium
• Cosh • Visa • MasterCard
• Check with proper ID

CA AL AL .27/JP-5 .7-247.9PSP

CRAWFORD'S
BAR-11-QUE
Imo, KY• 753-1934
`Serving The Best BBQ, Ribs, Pork & Chicken'
*Homestyle Vegetable Plates *Sandwiches •Burgoo
*Pizza 'Salads *Homemade Desserts & More }
SERVING HOURS
Mon & Tues 10 a m -6 p.m.. Wed.-Fri 10 a.m.-9 p.m
Sat. & Sun. Closed
Special pick-up orders by appointment on weekends
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270-753-1916

CLASS F EDS

Contact Kathy or Tammy
for more information.
CD Just Say "Charge It"

vim

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

_

I IS
I HIS I
$7.00 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
r All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Pertad
$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

150
155
160
165
180
190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Position Wanted
090 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Electronics
120 Computers
130 Appliance Parts
140 Want To Buy

LINE AI1S

Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings

WOO First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
$234) ertra for Shopper I Tues Classifieds go into Shopping Guide) $234) extra for blind box ads

Antiques
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment

The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
010

Happy Virthday

I

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads
for any error Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only
one incorrect insertion Any error should be reported immediately
so corrections can be made.
AD DEADLINES
Fri. 11 a.m.
Monday
Fri 11 a.m.
Tuesday
Mon. 1 p.m.
Wednesday
Tues. 1 p.m.
Thursday
Wed. 1 p.m.
Friday
Wed. 1 p.m.
Saturday

Legals

Lost and Found

Murray State University is accepting bids for
the following:
CC-074F-02 Regional Special Events Center
Banquet Room, Opening November 28, 2001
at 2:00 p.m.
To be opened above dates and times in
Procurement Services, General Services
Building, Murray State University located on
Chestnut Street, Murray, KY 42071. Forms
may be obtained by calling (270) 762-4099.
ORDINANCE NUMBER 2001-1262

triteNevAy
Odie B. Morris
wwi
Remembering you with
love and gratitude.

An ordinance further amending zoning
Ordinance Number 794 of the City of
Murray, Kentucky, so as to rezone a certain
tract of land located at 1017 Sharpe Street
from R-2 (single-family residential) to B-4
(central business).
ADOPTED ON NOVEMBER 8, 2001.
s/s Freed Curd,
Freed Curd, Mayor
Attest:
s/s Sarah Duncan
Sarah Duncan, City Clerk
Summary prepared by:
Wm. Donald Overbey, City Attorney

From your daughter,
Sue
Odie B. Morris was a veteran ofWorld War I instead of World War II.
We apologizefor this error.

Notice

Notice
PHOTOGRAPHER
Photography by
P Lynn Rogers
16 years service
753-1001

DISNEY Vacation 7 days,
6 nights at Ramada, Good
for 1 year. Sacrifice $199.
270-846-8073.

efg
Dean Alexander

Herbert A.Walker

Thank you for the time
you served our country.
We love you and are
proud of you.

Eighth Division of the
Ninth Army

•

•
Herbert A. Walker is thefather of both Deborah
Houston & Denise Done!son instead ofjust
Deborah Houston. We apologizefor this error.

Shelia, Kim & Wes

The Dean Alexander picture that ran on
Saturday was the incorrect picture. This is the
correct one. We apologize for this error.

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY
INSURANCE

FUNERALS
Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist
Avoid inflationary cost.
Lock in price; single pay
or payment plan.
Set up Pre-Thana Trust

Lou V. McCrary
Does Your Policy Pay 10(Y4 of
the Deductibles!

THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, well
be glad to help,
Your loved one well
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

HILLDALE Apts. in Hardin,
Ky is seeking a full-time
maintenance person. Must
have knowledge of basic
plumbing & electric as well
as sheet rock repairs &
Starting
pay
paining.
$7.00/hr. Paid vacation &
insurance. Apply in person
at Hilldale Apts in Hardin
or call 437-4113. EOE

RESTAURANT
manager needed.
Sonic Of Murray is now
take applications for
shift managers. Prior
restaurant management
experience
preferred.
Must be able to work
days, nights, & weekends. Pay rate will be dependent on previous
management experience.
Apply in person or send
resume to Sonic Drive-in
217 S. 12th St. Murray,
Ky 42071. No phone
calls please.

Full-time
IMMEDIATE
opening at Oakwood Studio. M-F, 9-5, some Saturdays. 9-2. Apply in person.
Taking apps Friday thur
Tuesday Ph. 753-7050.
Call 753-1916
INSURANCE CLERK for SEEKING Industrial/CleriChiropractic clinic. Experi- cal. Call (270) 759-0650 or
ence in insurance relations (731) 644-2373.
060
SMART MOMS
and filling for all types of
Help Wanted
WORK FROM HOME
insurance desired. To apMail Order
ply call 759-1116.
ATTENTION:
THIS ONE WORKS!
computer?
OWN
a
HOME
WORK FROM
1-800-429-7902
Put it to work!
Up to
SONIC Drive-In of Murup to $500-$2500/hr.
$25.00- S75.00/HR PT/FT
ray is now taking appliPT/FT/month
MAIL ORDER
cations for crew mem888-689-7989.
(888)649-6905
bers for all shifts. No
24-hr. recording
person
entry
DATA
phone calls please. ApFREE BOOKLET!
Access
needed
with
ply in person at Sonic
www.pcwork4me.com
skills that would be comDrive-in 217 S. 12th St.
DRIVER TRAINEES
fortable using the teleMurray.
NEEDED NOW!
phone to collect/ reWE are currently acceptNeed a great career?
search information from
ing applications for 3rd
Werner needs entry-level shift manufacturing supera variety of sources. Extruck drivers. No experiperience with building
visor and for clerical openmaterial items anti labor
ence necessary. Earn
ings Candidate must poscost is a plus. Also ac- $700+ per week plus ben- sess GED or HS diploma
efits. No CDL? No Prob- Contact People Plus Inc
cepting resumes for telesalespersons
lem! CDL training is now
phone
Mayfield
marketing PowerClaim
available in your area.
at 270-251-3111
1-800-242-7364.
property adjusting/ estiEEOC
mating software. HawPATROL OFFICER
kins Research, Inc. 1304
Full time, benefits with
Chestnut Suite E Murray,
KERS hazardous duty reKY 42071 Phone 270tirement coverage. High
753-7001.
school graduate or equivalent, two years law enforcement or related experience required Experience may be exchanged
with college education.
Murray CPA firm has an opening for a profesMust meet all KLEC Presional bookkeeping position. Must possess
Selection Standards If not
excellent communication skills and be familiar
state certified, must attend
with word processing, spreadsheets, payroll.
police academy May reand sales tax forms. Computer bookkeeping
quire shift work Starting
experience a requirement. Above average
salary range $9 02 to
compensation package includes retirement,
$11 52 per hour, dependmedical benefits, paid vacation & holidays.
ent on certification/ experiFull time position. Only those interested in a
ence. Request application
technology-driven environment need apply.
at 762-2147 or apply at
Resumes in confidence to P.O. Box K, Murray,
Human Resources. Murray
KY 42071.
University. 404
State
Sparks Hall, Murray. KY
42071-3312. Women/ MiGrowing company in Murray
norities encouraged to apply EEO, M/FiD, AA emhas multiple openings for
ployer

CHECK US
OUT ON
THE WEB!

warehouse personnel.Work
hours are 7:00 a.m. to 3:30
p.m. M-F. Competitive salary
and benefits. If interested,
please send resume to
P.O. Box 1040-W,
Murray, KY 4207 I.

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
2711-753-2411

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry Isaacs/karen Isaacs, Owners

Commercial Waste
Disposal
•-a
)11•11)1)*•'

LOST. male yellow Lab.
Goes by the name of Henry. Call 759-9215.

Computers

HELP WANTED

Father of Deborah
Houston

All Types of Refuse Service re

1-800-585-6033

PLACE
YOU AD HERE!

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $768 on Part A; $100 on
Part B. Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
ifir..t4;.,s'e

formal 1.Vrar

4i1=im
304 Main St., Murray, KY• 42071
(270)753-1300 • Toll Free 1-888-367-6757

PLACE YOU AD HERE!
for as little as

(13 Week Contract)

MAINTENANCE MECHANIC II:
Full-time position in Maintenance available. Minimum of high school or equivalent with Maintenance abilities. Have 2
years experience with components of
mechanical environmental system and .
some electrical experience is preferred.

PART-TIME sitter needed
or Elderly woman Call
759-2599 anytime Serious
otters only
RESPONSIBLE 15 year
old will do babysitting after
school and on weekends
call 759-9215 Have refer:
ences
WILL DO GENERAL
HOUSE CLEANING
Call Linda 759-9553
WILL do housecleaning &
offices
Lola Jordan 436-2135
Shelia Lamb 436-2122
WILL do Housecleaning
753-3802
ast
•••csir.., e.t,
•
ri1 C.11

C

for,two cosh Ow sel row timkonetd
elms+, eV C•"^54}S

1

Mt It111

0

JEDGEIATIMES
1270) 753.1916
100

$6.00 per week.
For details contact:
Human Resources
)270)762-1106

for as little as
week.

Murray-Calloira. Count, Hospital, a leader in
providing quality healthcare en Western
Kentucky and Northwest'Tennessee a nnouni es
the followingjoh openings

f(

For All Special Occasions

113 Week Contract)

$12.00 per

Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV's
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column

445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560

Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale

010

Legals

ACCEPTING BIDS

Kay & Ray are 60 today wish
them Happy Birthday
if they pass your way. .1. a

300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
400
410
425
430
435
440

Just say charge it!

Equal Opportunity
Employer

MURRAY
CALLOAM
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

VISA
803 Poplar Street • Murra. Kentiick 42071

Business
Opportunity
HOMEWORK ERS
Needed.
$635 weekly processing
mail Easy! No experience
needed
Call 1-888-517-2362
Ext 4605 24hrs

KELLERS

COMPUTER PLACE.
AMD computers. $699.
Upgrades & Repairs
Internet Service.
On 121S.
436-5933.
9a.m.-7p.m.
Mon-Sat,
Visa/ Mastercard.
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3556
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items antique furniture
and primitives
We buy 1 or all!
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, & pistols
Benson Sporting Goods.
519 S 12th, Murray
1$0
Ankles
For Sale
16X100 ft Greenhouse to
sale to highest bidder Can
be seen at 500 N 4th St
(270)759-0901
BIRDFEEDERS and houses. Very high quality western cedar. Also bat, butterfly, squirrel, ect. One block
east of 4th & Poplar.
L.P. Gas Refills
Lowest prices in town
New 100lb L.P gas cyl
$79.95
B&B Brokers
753-4389.
MACHINE quilting
$31 50 reg size
Murray Sewing Center
759-8400
MOVING Sale
All things must go!
At low prices!
*Entertainment Center
*Couches •Futons
*other small house
equipment
270-399-0290

FURNITURE Sale
Nearly new sectional sofa
with 3 recliners and 2 storage units. $1,000. 080
Blue sectional with 2 recliners. Blue recliner and
blue rocker. Square glass
top table with 4 chairs
Non smoking home
753-8413.
PINE table wr4 chairs
$150 492 8611
SOFA- Green/ Burgundy.
Coffee table- glass top/
rattan Please call 7539512 after 5pm or leave a

message'
180
Lawn & Garden
LAWN Mowing Repair
Tiller, Go-carts
4-wheelers. ect
Free pickup and delivery
436-2867
190
Fenn Equipment
AC D-17, good sharp
53.000 492-6200
WE PAY CASH FOR
FARM EQUIPT
One Piece to entire lot
Tommy Vance
Farm Equip
Buy Sell Trade
Phone 731-641-0197
Cell 731-697-2397
Click on
www tommyvanceonline corn

Firewood
FIREWOOD
Also
service 436-2562

tree

Mobile Homes For Sale
1993 16x80. 3br. 2 bath
All appliances included,
C/H/A, 2 porches Must be
moved $12,800. 474-8583
NICE 1993 Southridge
16x70 2br,, 2 bath
$15,000 753-8297 after
5pm

Shop At

wwdevshoppingicom
For Great
Online
Shopping
FOR sale a 1988 Fair VisNEED Christmas Ideas? ta. 14x72 mobile home.
We have Afghans with with carport and storage
western, Rockwell and building on a 6 tenth acre
hard to find themes. Nas- wooded lot at 1211 Lynn
car items, crafts, & more Lawson Road, Murray, Ky
Visit or, call :Crossland Approximatelyr 5.1 mites
Store& Diner. 2.5 miles northwest of Murray off
West on Stateline 492- Hwy
Priced at
121
6424
$28,000 or best otter
For more information
call 270-767-2265
OVER 5.000 movies
extension 386.
DVD & video games
HM & Sons Mobile Home
Starting at 52 95 for sale
Mover 20yrs experience
Shop early for Christmas
Licensed & insured in KenMovie World
tucky. Tennessee & Illi753-7670
nois 437-3939
STORAGE Buildings built
on site Lowest price in
area Call 437-4877
[
E
aHermes For Rent
STRAW for sale
$2 00 bale
759-4718 Night
753-4582 Day
THINKING about getting a
Dish Network satellite system? Think FREE then call
Beasley Antenna & Satellite for more details or ask
how you can get 100
channels for only $9 00 a
month for one year
759-0901

NICE 2br. Mobile home
No pets 753-9866

Mobile Home Lots For Rent
MOBILE home lot in Au
rora. Ky $85 per month
No Utilities furnished. Wa
ter, electric. propane, gas
available Call 731-2326140 leave message
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litobile Home Lots For Rent]
QUIET family park in exclusive residential neighborhood with city police
and fire protection close
to shopping hospital and
city transit service $95 per
month includes city water,
sewer, garbage pickup
Coach Estates at South
16th and Canterbury
753-3855

1100 sq ft office area with
2 bathrooms in Spruce St ,
Industrial Park...
Call 753-5976
1400 HilIwood,
$415 per month
Great for electronics
Call Century 21
753-1492
APPX 1.500 sq ft, good
heavy traffic
location
Rent monthly or long term
lease
500 N 4th St Murray, Ky
Call for more info
Daytime 1-877-726-4077
after 5pm 901-644-3625
320
Apartments For Rent
1 & 2 BR in Farmington
(11 mi toward Mayfield)
$295 and up W/D, appliances, water, trash pickup, lawn care provided,
Central H/A. No pets.
Ref's req'd. 753-4214 or
345-2748
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
S200/mo. 753-4109.
182 bedroom Apts.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. MurCal Realty. 753-4444.
1BR Apt $225
Small pets okay.
Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR duplex log cabin near
lake. Furnished, C/H/A,
water included. $250. per
month, 474-8272.
1BR furnished, no pets
$225/mo.
753-3949
1BR. 1 bath. 11.2 blocks
from MSU. $195. plus
deposit. No pets. References required. Daytime753-3949. ABH- 759-3050_
1BR, 1 bath. 11,2 blocks
MSU.'W/D hook up. $250
* plus deposit. No pets. References required Daytime
753-3949. ABH- 759-3050.
1BR. across from MSU on
16th St. Newly refurnished. partly furnished, appliances. W&D $325/mo
Call evenings 527-5176.
2BR Duplex $350 per
month 759-4406

LARGE BEDROOM in AKC Registered Golden
pleasant home
Share Retriever puppies Great
kitchen & bath, 70 chan- family pet and wonderful
nel cable plus five premi- Christmas gift Ready
um All utilities included 12-01 First Shots and
except for phone Walk to wormed Call 753-3222
Hospital or down town in- BOXERS AKC Reg 1
dustry $55/week plus de- male Fawn & white colposit of $125 References. ored perfect 1 female
519-0424
dark fawn perfect Girt
140
tail's done 1st shots and
270-489-6133
wormed
For Rent
270-210-0724
2BR, 1 bath, eat in kitchDOG Obedience
en, livingroom appliances
Master Trainer
wrap around
storage
436-2858
deck Rural wooded area
PEG'S Dog Grooming
$425 New Concord 270M-F 753-2915
436-5021
SIBERIAN Husky AKC
3/4 bedroom central gas registered 11 months old,
heat, 1 year lease no female white & gray, blue
pets References & securi- eyes $250 474-8272
ty deposit 107 S 13th St
$550 per month
753-0932 519-2699
3BR upstairs den, stove &
1994 3 horse goose neck
furnished
Refrigerator
with camper 519-2507 If
$400 per month plus deno answer, leave mes
posit 753-0076
sage
901 FAIRLANE Dr. SpaORCHARD grass hay and
C/H/A,
apcious 3br, 2ba.
pliances $650 plus depos- wheat straw for sale $2.00
it. Lease available Dec a bale 731-498-8006
1st. 489-2741.
excutiv(
BEAUTIFUL,
home on 1 acre lot_ 4br, :•
Mi‘ed grass/city% CI
bath w/ bonus room. 2 car
%flare hales
garage. Seroius inquiries
S2.0)
only. Available 01/01/02.
270-753-6002
2714-210-3458
EAST of Murray, 94E &
RomiEstato
1346 area Cute lbr, $295
per/ month plus security
HALEY Professional
474-2520.
Appraising
been discriminated against
270-7594218
may file a compliant of
For What It's Worth"
housing discrimination:
440
1-800-424-8590 (Toll Free)
Lots For Sale
1-800-424-8529 (TDD)

753-0649

NICE 3br, 1 bath, W/D
hookup, dishwasher. 2
blocks from MSU $495
p/month plus deposit Reference required Daytime
753-3949 or 759-3050 after 6pm

We

1994
Nissan
Sentra,
clean, good condition, 5speed
$3,000
OBO
Great first car 753-0472
leave message.
1995 Olds Cutlass SuGOTTA SEE THIS ONE! preme 4dr,, excellent conPriced like a fixer upper, dition, everything works,
but everything new and one owner- non-smoker.
ready to move into 2br, 1 You will love this very
bath, carport, utility room clean car, 7,000 miles.
$39,900
$4,900 753-3317
435-4632 or 559-8510

72 Chevy truck with 1983
350 V-8 engine Auto.
trans long bed Great
work truck
Call 270-767-0710
97 Dodge Ram Ext cab
sport 1 owner, 75,xxx
extra
Many
miles
$13,500 0130 436-5100
'
call after 4im

Global Mortgage Link

A affordable hauling, junk
clean up tree work gutter
cleaning 436-5141
A time to take care of your
home Affordable work
done to perfection building, remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, roofing,
siding, concrete fences,
furniture design, and restoration Free Estimates
753-4380
A-1 AFFORDABLE allaround hauling, tree work,
cleaning out sheds, gutter,
junk clean-up 436-2867
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates
A-1, A-1
Gutter Cleaning
436-2867

YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit(not perfect)
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B
1989 Lincoln Mark VII
NICE 3br, 1 bath,
miles
119,xxx
LSC,
C/H/A, new carpet and
$2,900 753-0649
many updates
2 car garage
JUST reduced 1996 Chev1633 Hamilton
rolet Lumina, V-6, white,
$64,900
very clean, P/w, P/L,
753-7093
cruise. $4.000. 436-2731
NICE three bedroom, two
full bath home. Approxi- CHRYSLER 5th Avenue.
1983. $600. 759-0629.
mately 5-years-old. Twocar garage. large lot, great
location $88,000. Please
call 270-759-0655.

Divorce?• Bad Credit?• Bankruptcies?

470

III
HH
VI El

1982 Big Red 200 Excel$1,000
ent condition
MNO
435-4264
Totally
6
1991 CR250 Fresh reConfidential
build, excellent condition
Call Ruthie or Dennis
Extremely fast $1500 767753-2222
0557
2000 Harley Davidson
24 Hrs. 1-800-992-7334
Heritage Softail Classic.
489-2963.
Vans
HONDA 250-X. Motor just
tislaction Guaranieed
rebuilt, race ready, Rentha
Mazda MPV_ Rear
25 Years Experience
handle bars, new paint 1993
New Homes & Repaint.,
and more. 759-3050 or air. 140,xxx 759-9305.
1996 Plymouth Conver752-7777
Matt O'Daniel
sion Van. Loaded. 87,xxx
(270) 527-1513
miles. 435-4326 after 5pm.
ligr
i
port
li Utility Vehicles

[cm

'In advertising the sale or
rental of housing

•In the appraisal of
housing

'In the financing of
housing

•Blockbusting is also
illegal

Anyone who feels he or she
has been discriminated
against may file a complaint
of housing discrimination:

U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban
Development Assistant
Secretary for Fair
Housing and Equal
opportunit?
Washington. D.C. 20410

Murray Place Apt. 4 BR/4BA.
$265 a mth. Cable, game
room, pool 759-3003.
Sign before Nov. 31 and
receive $100 off.
Southside Manor Apts
1 2 & 3br apts.
Section 8 housing
753-8221
EHO

CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-S40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081

2BR triplex, 1417 Hillwood
Drive, all app). furnished.
$400 plus deposit 270753-6022.
2BR 1 1/2 bath, covered
parking extremely nice
Coleman RE 759-4118

EASTSIDE
STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266

Hilldale Apt's
TAKING APPLICATIONS FOR
3,
2 &
BDR. APARTMENTS
'rt./Clean & Roomy %oh L pdated
SIdin • I aur,lr,
Equip • Playground • Spacious( lo%et • Carpet • Frig & Sim Furnished
•C/H/A • Lovely landscaped Grounds *On Site Securrty iComing soon
(270) 437-4113
TOD 01-1100-545-1833 ext. 287.
Office Hours • Mos.-Fri. 7:30 cm.-4 p.m.
After hours appts aNailable or call our
1111
toll free number I-800-817-2509. est. 108

,7Pt PAINTING

i

'
In the provision of real
estate brokerage services

FREE!

•

LOTS for sale. Starting at
$11,000. Price includes
water, septic & driveway.
Also land home packages.
270-437-4838.

1995 Windstar. Great vehi1996 Jeep Grand Chero cle. Must Sell! $1,000 bekee Laredo. Loaded low loan value. 270-527leather. CD, hwy miles. 4362.
V-8 4x4. $5,700. OBO.
492-8514

The Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1988)

753-3853

GET A CAR YOU WANT & CREDIT YOU DESERVE
BY CALLING THE AUTO LOAN PHONE
DEF
3

&ATV's

Do Business in Accordance With The
Federal Fair Housing Law

•In the sale or rental of
housing or residential lots

Services Offered

NEED A CAR?

(2) 3/4 acre lots 7 miles
North, Murray 753-1967

It is Illegal to Discriminate Against Any
Person Because of Race, Color, Religion,
Sex, Handicap, Familial Status, or
National Origin

Mend

Used Caws

3BR , 2 bath approx
1800sqft home on 1 1
acre lot Upstairs bonus
room screened porch, garage Built in '96 Must
see 759-2259

EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

•

HAY

•

2BR edge of town. wash1-800-424-8590(Toll Free)
er & dryer. S335. Coleman
1-800-424-8529(TDD)
RE 759-418.
3 & 4br,apts. avail Diuguid
Drive Coleman RE 7594118.
3br house
efficiency
1-2.br apts
&KA, near MSU
753-1252 or 753-0606.
4BR Townhouse
All Size Units
Special rate
Available
Coleman RE
759-4118
EXTRA nice lbr.. 1 bath,
central gas H&A, applian- PREMIER MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
ces furnished, W&D 1yr
storage
lease. 1 month deposit. No
*Security alarmed
pets 753-2905
*Safe & clean
MOBILE home available
•We sell boxes!
$325 Also rent to own
'We rent U-Hauls
Coleman RE 759-4118.
'Heated Boat &
2BR duplex & townhouse
RV Storage
all applatnces furnished,
753-9600
located on Southwood Dr.
NORTHWOOD
storage
753-2062 day
presently has units availa437-4833
ble 753-2905 or 753nights & weekends
7536

• (.(1,,r) site/24 hr

460
Soma For Sole

thipoiss

'97 Jeep Cherokee 4x4.
red, 4 door. $8500.00 7598003.
SUPER 4X4,SUV
SUPER SAVINGS!
'88 Chevy S-10 Tahoe.
Loaded. 99,000 miles.
Looks & runs like 10 years
younger. 2.81_ easy on
gas. $3775 saves you
$865 now. 436-5035.

Acreage
12 acres of land 436-5064
16 acres 6 miles north of
town on Hopkins Rd 7532861
26.5 Acres. Hunting time,
$18,950. Terms. 753-9302
460
Homes For Sete
1601 Kirkwood Dr.
2br brick. 1 1/2 bath,
16x16 screened-deck,
2 car carport, large utility
central
new
room,
gas/H/A, appliances stay.
15yrs. old. 753-0870
2BR house in Hardin,
good starter home, nice
corner lot, 1 out building
Asking $14,900
Call 270-354-8665 after
3pm
3 Bedroom, 1 bath, brick
house. in city Central gas
heat and air, 10x15 barn
type storage building in
back 1405 Johnson Blvd
$73,000 call after 5pm
753-6939
300 S 6th St 5br, 2 bath
15K OBO Home must be
moved 753-9826
3BDR 2 bath brick house
on Brinn Rd across from
Sullivan's Golf Course
753-2861
3bdrm, 2 bath brick and vinyl
C/H/A.
orchard,
outbldgs on 4 8 wooded
south
acres
6
mi
$69,900 436-2016
3BR.. 1 bath, double lot.
New in 2000' windows,
heat/air, carpet, water
heater, kitchen cabinets,
bathroom, all appliances.
New in 2001, storage shed
and deck, Priced Mid 70's.
Call 759-1794
HOUSE & 2 lots for sale.
Crappie Hollow $12,000,
at
rented
currently
$215/mo. Moved to Fla
Call 386-328-2782
NEW remodeled, 2 bedroom Located at 517 S
7th St Call after 530 pm
, (270)753-2452

Used Cars
Gray
Corvette
1998
w/black interior, removable
glass top, auto, new tires,
Bose Stereo, 19K miles.
$31,900, will trade.
2001 Honda Accord DX.
New car, 14K miles.
$15.900 OBO. will trade.
1999 Jeep Wrangler Sport.
6cyl., 5sp.. 4x4 2-top, new
tires, ally wheels. Also
have Big 0 tires & Polished aluminum wheels 33"
47K miles. $15,900. will
trade.
1998 FourRunner Limited.
2x4, sunroof, leather,
wood grain dash, loaded.
New tires, 85K miles.
$17,900, will trade. (cell)
270-752-0160.
1998 Nissan Maxima
Good condition 492-8411
_-

no cii.-.•••.1 t1,I1

SOLD
630

Credit
ProblemsNo Problem

Courtesy Auto
Plex has auto
loans available for
slow pay, medical
bills, divorce,
repossessions and
bankruptcy call
Kenny B at
800-505-5091 or
our credit hot line
24 hours
877-937-2886

Used Trucks
1991 Chevy Silverado
350. Automatic, tilt, cruise,
air. 178,xxx miles. Asking
$3,900. 759-9417.
1996 Dodge Dakota Sport.
4 cylinder, 5 speed,
66,000 miles. $5800 OBO.
492-6251.
71 Chevy pick-up. long
wheel base. 2 owner.
60,xxx original miles. 7593050 or 752-7777

ledger armies
Classifieds
270-753-1916

AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Pole Barns, Metal Buildings, Fencing.
Quality Workmanship.
Licensed
753-7860 753-1194

LEAF & yard clean up
Bushogging
Phone 753-8204
ask for Steve Lamb

ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction*
Remodeling. Repairs*
Concrete Work
AGC Certified
435-4272

JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
•For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
•36 years experience
•Intenor & Exterior
*Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
-No job too small
-Free estimates
Please call 753-8858

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING

ALL Carpentry,
Electrical.
New Const Home & Mobile Home repair, Termite
& Water Damage, Replacement Windows Vinyl
Siding. Painting, Deck
Call Larry Nimmo
753-9372, 753-0353.
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
CARPORTS Starting at
$675. installed. Roy Hill
(270)436-2113
COMPLETE LAWN CARE
OF MURRAY
'Lawn Maintenance
•Leaf Pick-up.
•Bed mulching.
270-753-6772

'Carpets *Furniture
-Emergency water
removal
•Free Estimates
•Wrinkle Repair
*Quick Drying

753-5827.
MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local.
Licensed & Insured. Call
Luke Lamb At
1-800-611-6854
270-753-2555.
ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
Residential, Commercial
or Industrial
270-435-4645
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood Insured 489-2839

David's Home Improvement
*Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
*Install braces & floors joists under houses
for sagging or weak floors.
*Replace or repair water and drain lines.
-Install moisture barriers.
We Do All Kinds of Remodeling
_.
_ _

Will Do Insurance Work

SUNRISE Landscaping
Fall Lawn Maintenance
*Aerating
'Seeding
*Fertilize tree, shrubs, and
yard
*Leaf Removal
*Mulch
Call Red at 767-9735
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
Body Shop

AHART & Culver
Septic Installation
Also top soil and gravel
437-4838 or (270)5594986
AFFORDABLE Electric
•Commercial
*Residential,
*Remodel
*Free Estimates
"Quality don't cost it pays"
Dave Myers 759-2488

FREE
PALLETS

lo\

Advertising I
F
is the most
effective and
.‘
economical idea
to help build
your business

L

DGER & TI
753-1916

'Everyone's talking
'
.
about the Ledger &
Times Classifieds."

Has

24 HR. WRECKER SERVICE
Will make FREE estimates for your

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

FREE kittens 759-1699

753-1916

73/447-5422

WRALC.K..ING

HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
wanted. No job too small.
Give us a call. Yes we
clean gutters.
Phone: 436-5759

U-haul off
Murray
Ledger &
Times

David Gallimore, Owner

DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Quality Work. Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Experience. Gerald Walters. 753-2592.
FALL Cleanup
-Leaves, -Tree service,
•Lawn Renovation
Leave message
559-2705
FENCING
Midway Fence. All types.
Complete services.
Reasonable prices.
Free Estimate Insured.
Dickie Farley. 759-1519.

ROY HOLLAND'S
AUTO REPAIR
All Types of Auto Repairs
306 Industrial Road
Monday-Saturday
7 30am-5pm
753-0520

car was sold'
so.
fast, I thought ci
get a ticketl'

insurance company.
Request Us If Possible.
DAYS:
753-5273

NIGHTS:
753-6191 • 753-1833
436-8219

41 sold the house and"
the furniture with lust
on

'Selling the boat
was smooth sailing!'

M & T Painting
Now scheduling fall
work. Immediate openings
for interior/exterior painting.

PIN

Please call Paul for
* free estimate at

'Cot 270-753-1916 to
[Voce your lodger &
limes Classified ad now'

270-7594979

ELEMENTARY TUTORING
Certified Teacher
$18/hr.
Calloway County Library
Monday - Thursday
4-8 p.m.

STEVE VIDMER
Law

Attorney at
304 North Fourth Street
Murray, Kentucky
(270) 753-1737
Engaged in the General Practice of Law
including

BANKRUPTCY
Charge for Initial Consultation
Night and Weekend Appointments
Available on Request
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

No

Call 270-924-9609

630

Services Offered

Services Offered

Services Offered

Servfbes Offered

Roofing Metal
We now manufacture. Buy direct.
Order before 11 a.m. &
pick up same day.

-Moving
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured
1-800-611-6854 • 1-270-753-255.5

Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb•

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning'.

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
*Brick *All External Cleaning

#1 & #2 available in most colors

.Acid Cleaning Available•We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

La mb, 13r-c•ther

Services Offered

Services Offered

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection - A Better Price"
Be Sure To Shop - Before You But

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

Phone (270) 759-4734

David Borders

rCr

Brothers
Tree Service

-Lamb

t'st

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

LICENSED & INSURED

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

Free Estimates

Tree Trimming

24 lir Service

(Wanup Service

Hedge Trimming Full Line 01
Equipment
1)-en & Stump
Mita l'Airrib
Removal

To Advertise Your Business Call Kathy or Tammy at 753-1916
To Get More Information.

2x2 - $250 • 2x4 - $5004 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

VISA

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I would like to be
vaccinated against hepatitis A and B
Recently, I learned of a new product
that combines these two immunizations. Is this effective and is it available?
DEAR READER: Hepatitis A (formerly called infectious hepatitis) is
caused by a virus spread by the fecaloral route. Most of us are exposed to
this virus at some times in our lives
(often by eating uncooked, contaminated shellfish) and don't become particularly ill. But hepatitis A can often
spoil a vacation and may sometimes
be serious.
Hepatitis B, a more deadly type of
liver inflammation, is related to another type of virus that is spread through
contact with infected blood or other
body fluids. Although common in
intravenous drug users and sexually
promiscuous persons, it rarely affects
most of us - unless we are health
care workers, who are at high risk of
exposure (for example, by needle
sticks).
Until this year, hep A and hep B
vaccines have been available as separate products. Now a combined vaccine, called Twinrix, has been
approved by government authorities
for prevention of both forms of hepatitis. The vaccination schedule is 0, 1
and 6 months, at a cost of about $100
per inoculation.
So, in answer to your question, yes,

TACO JOHN'S
CHIMI PLATTER

99
.
sIncludes
rice & beans
Be a Hometown
Hero.
Give to the
United-Way

Unibed Way

there is a combined vaccine. Ask your
doctor about this.
Two injections, although sub-optimal, will give substantial protection
for adult travelers who are planning
trips to endemic areas. As yet, the
combination vaccine has not been
approved for use in children, in whom
the double vaccination is still recommended.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm 73 and have
taken hormone supplements for 20
years. Last year, I required removal
of a breast for cancer (followed by
radiation therapy), and the doctor
insisted that I stop the hormones.
Since then, I've been miserable depression, sweats and hot flashes.
Could the heat of the radiation cause
this? What can I do?
DEAR READER: Many types of
breast cancer are estrogen-sensitive,
meaning that the malignancies are
stimulated to grow in the presence of
female hormone. Therefore, were you
to continue your hormone supplements, you would almost certainly
suffer from further breast cancer. I
hope that the combination of surgery
and radiation therapy eliminated your
breast cancer; the last thing you (and
your doctors) want now to see is more
malignancy that could have been prevented.
Once you stopped the estrogen, you
experienced a late menopause. Over
time, your symptoms should lessen
and eventually disappear. However, in
the meantime, your discomfort might
be helped by medication, such as antidepressant drugs. Ask your gynecologist about this. Follow his or her
advice, avoid female hormones and
have regular breast check-ups and
mammograms.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Breast Cancer and
Disorders." Other readers who would
like a copy should send $2 plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
Newsletter, P.O. Box 167, Wickliffe,
OH 44090-0167. Be sure to mention the
title.
Copyright 2001, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.

LOOKING BACK

Ten years ago
DEAR ABBY: I have sad news. time I thought it was strange, but
Unfortunately, we are forced to understandable. After all, it is imporCalloway County High School
cancel Operation Dear Abby for the tant to be properly remembered.
Speech Team placed first in sweepWhat is disturbing is that my wife stakes points at South Oldham High
2001 holiday season. Recent mailrelated attacks have demonstrated has begun revising her eulogy to
Tournament at Louisville
the vulnerability of the postal include the major events of her life 88 School
9.
Nov.
system. As a result, mail handling they happen. She has done it more
Published is a picture of workers
has become more sensitive and time- than 20 times since originally
consuming. The increased volume of making out the speech.!! has become of West Kentucky Paving and Conmail resulting from Operation Dear her hobby. In fact, upon recently tracting Companysaf Murray applyAbby, coupled with the increased returning from a good friend's wed- ing resurfacing on Olive Street near
manpower effort for Force Protection, ding, she spent the better part of a the North Eighth intersection.
has the potential of impacting both Saturday working the experience
Births reported include a girl to
the quality of service and, more into her document.
and Anthony Jones and a girl
Keela
This pastime cannot be healthy.
important, the safety provided to our
How can my wife live her life if she to Dalisa and Darrel Peoples, Nov.
military personnel.
Operation Dear Abby creates an constantly reminds herself of her 6.
Twenty years ago
avenue to introduce mail into the death? We have discussed this sevsystem from unknown sources. Our eral times. She doesn't understand
The Adult Work Activities Proprimary concern is the safety of the why this bothers me, nor does she gram of Murray-Calloway County
members of the armed forces who are particularly want to talk about it. Am
Mental Health-Mental Retardation
forward-deployed in defense of our I worrying for nothing?
Center at 704 Main St. will have
country.
CONCERNED HUSBAND
9 a.m. to 1 p.m. on
I want to personally thank you for
IN THE SOUTH open house from
13.
Nov.
service
distinguished
and
your long
Dan Thompson, Murray State
DEAR CONCERNED: Your
to the members of the armed forces of
the United States of America. Your wife's new hobby is bizarre, but student, and Dr. Adam Lanning,
efforts and the efforts of your readers if she is exhibiting no signs of Murray State professor, competed
are acknowledged and appreciated by depression or personality
in the Louisville Metro Marathon
changes, it's probably nothing to
all service members.
Nov. 8.
CAPT. E.M. DUCOM,U.S. NAVY, worry about. She may feel she
Lori Lovins, Lynne Loberger,
DEPUTY DIRECTOR, MILITARY has no control over how she will
Kyle Evans, Julie Gargus, Mike
POSTAL SERVICE AGENCY die, but can control what's said
Garland and Erin O'Brien are offiabout her. Or perhaps she's a
DEAR CAPT. DUCOM: Thank frustrated writer. I am intrigued, cers of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Explorers Post 803.
you. I know your message will however, how she got it into her
Thirty years ago
come as a disappointment to the that someone attending her
many thousands of patriotic funeral would be interested in
Published is a picture of repreAmericans who for the past 16 hearing about the weddings she
sentatives of the 19 homemaker
years have joyfully participated has attended. At the rate she's
clubs in Calloway County at a
in sending cards and letters to going, your wife may have the
meeting the Homemakers Council
our servicemen and women, and longest funeral in history.
at County Extension office.
held
who had looked forward to OperEversmeyer is county presiRuth
***
While
year.
ation Dear Abby this
dent and Barletta Wrather is county
I, too, am extremely disapDear Abby is written by Pauline
home demonstration agent.
pointed, I know I speak for my Phillips and daughter Jeanne Phillips.
readers when I say the safety of
Mr. and Mrs. S.I. Futrell will be
our military personnel is paramarried 50 years Nov. 13.
mount.
Births reported include a boy to
DEAR ABBY: My wife and I have
enjoyed a happy marriage for the
past nine years. We are financially
secure and have a beautiful 2-yearold daughter. Aside from the occasional disagreement, I have had no
complaints about our relationship.
However, my wife has taken up
an activity that has begun to trouble
me. It began about three years ago,
when she resolved to make preparations in case of her untimely death.
She purchased a life insurance policy
and made out her will. This seems
reasonable to me,but in addition, she
also wrote her own eulogy. At the

ES I_ Co NI ID I E.

Horoscopes
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, Nov,
13, 2001:
You greet success because of your
increasing creativity. Avoid deluding
yourself with wishful thinking. You
might need to keep certain friends who
help you get glimpses of reality or what
might be impossible. You have unusual
allure and magnetism. Still, curb your
tendency to go to excess. If single. check
out your many options. You also might
have a difficult time seeing others realistically. If attached, your relationship will
grow in this unusually special year.
Spend more time by water with a loved
one. SCORPIO is your soul mate.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positive;
Have:
5-Dynamic,
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult

Hy
I NO, THANKS.
.. WELL I'M NOT REALLY
TM JUST
BROWSING I'M MORE
BROulSIN Cr . ; JUST LOOKING.. BUT I'M
NOT REALLY LO0K1r4Cr..

Mr. and Mrs. Dominic Nucifore and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Sutter,
Nov. 5; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Mike
Charlton and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Cecil, Nov. 8.
Forty years ago
Bernard C. Harvey, administrator of Murray Hospital, said the
sixth set of twins for this year was
born there Nov. 7. They were twin
boys to Mr. and Mrs. John Hudson.
Other twins born this year include
twin girls to Mr. and Mrs. Orean
Adams, May 8; twin boys to Mr.
and Mrs. Samuel Marcis, July 8;
twin boys to Dr. and Mrs. Charles
Warner, July 12; twins, boy and a
girl, to Mr. and Mrs. Ted Potts,
April 8; twin girls to Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Owens, March 13.
Dr. C.S. Lowry, professor, Murray State College, spoke about "The
Berlin Situation" at a meeting of the
Delta Department of Murray
Woman's Club.
Fifty years ago
"Yesterday morning about 8
o'clock heard a great roar. Looked
out and a group of Army planes
were going over. Twenty-one of
them in all," from column,"Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James C.
Williams, publisher.
The funeral for Bobby Joe
Thornton who was killed in action
about one year ago in Korea is today at First Baptist Church, Murray.
Taps will be played by Eddie Ferguson, He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Hal Thornton.
Murray High School tigers rolled
to their seventh victory of the football season when they defeated
Princeton 33 to 0.

***
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MAY
I HELP
YOU?

(I'ro MORE JUST WANDERlt.RT . NO I'M MORE 3UST
SORT OF STANDIA* (\10.
I'M MORE 1115T ..

1,
THE CASUAL- WEAR
INDUSTRY'S NEuJ PROBLEM: 4
THE CASUAL SHOPPER

0,1

ARIES(March 21 -April 19)
**** Confusion surrounds a friendship and your long-term objectives. You
could wind up spending far more than
you realize or had anticipated. Remain
on a one-on-one level in all dealings both business and personal. Someone
goes out of his way for you. Tonight:
Togetherness counts.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Others express what is on
their mind. You're confused by someone
who might be in charge and is issuing
hard-to-comprehend decisions. This person means well. Don't express your own
opinions too soon: instead, try to understand what this person has in mind. Lay

back, and success will knock on your
door. Tonight: Play it cool.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Plunge into work, and explore
solutions with co-workers. You could be
surprised by someone in your day-to-day
life. My. this person is accommodating.
Don't delude yourself about what is
going on here. You might have a hard
time detaching. Tonight: Opt for some
exercise.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Your imagination goes haywire. You might opt not to make decisions that could involve your financial
future. You are wearing a new pair of
rose-colored glasses. Emononally, you
can't help yourself, being such a sensitive sign. Let your feelings flow. Tonight:
Be more kidlike.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Deal with basics, especially as
others seem confused or do a great job of
confusing you. Understand that a family
member really does care about you, even
though this person might have an odd
way of expressing his emotions. Let
bygones be bygones. Tonight: Relax at
home.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Reach out for others. Take
your time making a decision that
involves your work. Schedule a long,
leisurely lunch with a co-worker and
catch up on news. The two of you love to
talk and dream. Make an effort toward
someone who might be uptight. Tonight:
At a favorite spot with favonte people,
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Someone talks such a good
game. Watch your wallet! Do be careful,

CROSSWORDS
34 Powdery
36 Soft metal
37 Funny
person
38 Crusty
cheese
39 Baby fox
40 Hold one's
own
41 Harness
parts
43 Pair
44 Elusive
46 TV antenna
49 Son -gun
50 Mild onions
52 Bulls' org
53 Marsh
54 Lax
55 Precious
stone

ACROSS
1 -"King"
Cole
eansom

Et ETTER
CP
FIR
(THAT WAS A GREAT MEAL
RUBy
NO PROBLEM
I LIKE HAVING
you HERE.

r W CD

WANNA
AROUND F-0R
A WHILE?

AND'THERE'S
DUE

WORK

ec)

I'VE &OT
READit46
To DO,
CAPDACE-
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I KNOW .I'M GLAD I DECIDED
12) GO BACK "Z SCHOOL IN
JANUARLf AT LEAST I'LL BE

ABLE To PICK UP A COUPLE
OF CREDITS

HEM. DoN'T- APoLo6rze FOR

TAKIN6'TIME OFF. AT LEAST
yOU MADE A DECISION
AND

you

SURE GET

CREDIT FOR
THAT

GIAFIFIE.L_CO
17INNER'5 RUNNING
LATE

4 Dromedary
9 Mischiefmaker
12 Ginza
purchase
13 Babble
14 Truck front
15 Curie
discovery
17 Monopoly
pieces
19 Those
holding office
20 Harmful
things
21 'Fargo"
director
23 Barbarian
24 Furrows
27 Kitchen
topper
28 Take vows
29 Enter data
30 Midwestern
St
31 Strike out
32 Orders for
dinner
33 Refrain
syllable
1

2

3

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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MY URTS S1P,U D Si
11 -1 2 © 2001 United Feature Syndicate
7 Fictional
Frome
8 Revolutionary
Trotsky
9 Freezes over
(2 wds )
10 Bad for
Pierre
11 "Mysteryr
network
16 Bed-and-

DOWN
1 Neither here
- there
2 Middle
Eastern garb
3 Make orderly
4 PC "brains"
5 Tentacle
6 Advanced
deg
4

5

7

6
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8
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15
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.
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27
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THEN I 60 OVER TO BILL
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Home Delivery
$20.25
$40.50
$78.00

3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.

Local Mail

(Callov.ay. Graves & Marshall 1
$25.00
$50.00
$85.00

3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.

Rest of KY/TN

(Puryear Buchanan & Parisi

breakfast

18 Seabirds
20 Comedian
Abbott
21 Tackle a

$65.00
$80.00

3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr

mountain

22 Wayne
Gretzky. once
23 Egg source
25 Spnng bulb
26 Alabama e g
28 Manner
29 "Alien" actor
Holm
31 Navy group
32 Wallop
35 Car safety
feature
(2 wds )
36 Polynesian
plants
37 Courting
39 Search for
contact?
40 Mongrel
42 Wrongs
43 Wnting table
44 Show
distress
45 Roswell
crasher
46 Dog
breeder's org
47 Jurist Fonas
48 Go on the 51 Apiece
(abbr )
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especially with a child or loved one. Help
this person to realize his dreams in a
more constructive manner. Curb a general tendency to go to excess. Tonight:
Order in.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You see everything only your
way nght now. You also might not be
hearing the gist of what someone says.
You might want to think through a decision carefully right now. Your high allure
helps someone who might be contrary to
actually agree with you. Tonight: Be
yourself.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** What you hear might not be related to what really happens. You might not
be getting all the facts, mainly because
your mind is drifting or is somewhere
else. You also might be involved with
something that you aren't willing to
share. Tonight: Vanish while you can
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** You enthrall another. This
person lets you know this fact in no
uncertain terms. Caring abounds, especially if you are willing to share more of
yourself. Be very careful when mixing
finances with an emotional situation,
Aim for more of what you want. Tonight:
Follow your friends.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** You could be distorting certain
facts. You might not be able to see a situation as clearly as you would like.
Carefully review a situation that involves
a boss or a major project. Someone
proves to be very patient as you ask all
your needed questions. Tonight: Burn the
candle at both ends.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Reach out for others. Your
sense of what is right could force you to
detach and let go of a tendency to daydream. Make calls Swap ideas.

$110.00

Other Mail Subscriptions
3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.

370.00
.$85.00
$130.00

Check
Visa

Money Order
M/C

Name
Street Address
1

City
Zip__

State

Daytime Phone
Mail this coupon vYith payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call

(270)753-1916
a

1
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pick a PCE• yment Sale
Low

iderest

Choose your payment from the column on the
left and pick any vehicle from *hat row!
vsni AV:
I It*,

$175

'te

•

per month

.410

iuuINN
ants 175

1987 CHEVY LUMINA

1911 CI1EVY LONNA

1996 NISSAN PIM
54 ma.8200

54 Mos.81

11111 OEM
sown75

75

$200
per month
N Ma.8200

11111 CRY LINN
54 hiss.8200

Nr-Tt

$225
per month
19 CHEVY MUER
mos.8225

$250
per month
1999 car LUMINA

1997 PONTIAC FIREBIRD
16 mes.8250

80 Mos 8250

$275
per month

$300
per month
1996 CHEVY CAPRICE CLASIIC
54 mos.8300

$325
per month

$350

\

.41111111k +le

per month
2091 M1C NNW

1111 CIPIY NAM

N Mos 8350

N Ma.8350

1934 CHEVY MUM 15N N
4i mos 8350

1IN FIRI F-150
61 mot*350

11111111."fflogysr,or

$375
per month
111111 mut NUJ
N Aims *375

mi PONTIAC AMC
nag.*375

11IN
N Mos.*375

2911 NC WM
▪ PAss.*375

$400
per month
PIM MOAN

7141 num= NG
niss.

7.25% to 8.9% 'T'0
INTEREST WITH

400

O'T'A

OF MURRAY

APPROVED

Showroom Hours: 8-7 Mon.-Fri . 8-5 Sat
Fax (270) 759-9918
Email address - toyotam@apex.net•
Website - toyotaofmurray.com

CREDIT

Hwy. 641 South • Murray • 753-4961

N

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet-GMC, Inc.
Showroom Hours: 8-7 Mon.-Fri.. 8-5 Sat.
Fax (270) 753-1629
Email address - dtaylor0)Idd.net

Hwy. 641 South • Murray • 753-2617

*400

DOWN
PAYMENT
You Pay Only
Tax, Title &
License

